WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Planning Commission
Agenda
Tuesday, October 5, 2021
7:00 P.M.
Meeting will be held in-person and virtually via Zoom teleconference
CALL TO ORDER
REVIEW OF MEETING MINUTES
1. Approval of Meeting Minutes: September 7, 2021
PUBLIC COMMENT/CONCERNS/QUESTIONS
PLANS
OLD BUSINESS
1. Review Plan Submission Requirements SD/LD & Zoning Ordinances: SD/LD Articles – II, III,
IV & V and Zoning Articles – IX, XVI & XX.
2. Valley Creek Homes, LLC (PH)
Address: Swedesford Rd & Valley Creek Blvd.
First Review: Zoning Amendment
Request: Amendment to the Institutional Overlay District to allow for “Active Adult
Communities”
NEW BUSINESS
1. 2022 PC Meeting Schedule
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADJOURNMENT
Next Meeting: October 19, 2021

Direction to access Zoom Meeting:
Click this link to register:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwvcuqopjgqEtMVgm1Zoeu2PfMEpq3N2AKy
Option by Phone:
Register and use your phone and call +1-646-558-8656. When asked, enter the Meeting and
Password.
Virtual Meeting Etiquette
Zoom Instructions

MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 1, 2021
TO: Planning Commission
FROM: John R. Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning
SUBJECT: Valley Creek Homes
Proposed Zoning Ordinance amendment
Background
At the meeting of September 15, 2020, the Planning Commission heard a presentation from
McKee Builders regarding the development of four undeveloped lots covering a total of 100.47
acres within the Valley Creek Corporate Center. The property is now owned by Rubenstein
Partners and lies along the north side of Swedesford Rd., opposite the intersection of Valley
Creek Blvd., between Church Farm La. and Exton Park to the west and the Malvern Hunt
community in East Whiteland Township to the east. On August 8, 2000, the Township granted
conditional use approval for the construction of eleven office buildings with a total of 1.2
million sq.ft. of leasable space and over 4,800 parking spaces on this property. Although
granted more than twenty years ago, conditional use approvals do not expire, so the property
may still be developed in this way.
McKee presented two development options for our consideration. Since the tract is in the
Office/Laboratory (“O/L”) zoning district, it is eligible for development pursuant to the
provisions of the Institutional (“IN”) overlay district found in Article X of West Whiteland
Township Zoning Ordinance (“Zoning”). The first option was for a life-care facility as
currently allowed by §325-45.B(13) of the Zoning; the project was designed to comply with
our existing regulations. The second option was for an “active adult” community. Such a
project would not include the care facilities found in a life-care community and would appear
similar to a conventional residential development, including single homes on smaller lots,
carriage homes, and townhouses along with a clubhouse, swimming pool, and a recreational
trail system. This project would require an amendment to the Zoning. McKee made it clear
that the active adult project was their preference, and their purpose for meeting with the
Commission was to determine if you would support such an amendment.
The Commission discussed both proposals, comparing them with the previously approved
office park development. We noted that both designs connected to the public road system as
was approved for the office park: a main entrance featuring a large, boulevard-type driveway
from Swedesford Rd. directly opposite Valley Creek Blvd. with a smaller, secondary access to
Church Farm La. along the west side of the tract. We noted the following points during
discussion that night:
•

Staff advised that the design of the approved office park plan was outdated and, of the
three options, was least compatible with the adjacent land uses. Staff preferred the
design of the life-care facility, but they had concerns about the impact upon municipal
revenue since the facility would most likely be operated by a non-profit organization and
therefore tax exempt. They also had concerns about the impact upon the demand for
emergency services. For these reasons, the active adult project may be the best option.

•

McKee explained that restrictions would be enforced by various declarations. No schoolaged children would be allowed. All property and building maintenance would be the
responsibility of the property manager, not the residents. A variety of dwelling types are
to be provided in the interest of accommodating customer preferences as well as various
price points.

•

McKee has experience with this type of project: the Preserve at Marsh Creek in Upper
Uwchlan Township is one of their projects.

•

McKee noted that they expected that about half of the residents would still be working.

•

Staff noted that sewer capacity had been reserved when the office park was approved.
We expect that this will be sufficient to meet the needs of either of the proposed
residential projects.

•

The Commission Chair polled the Commission members for their opinions. Everyone who
expressed an opinion stated that their preference was for the active adult option,
although Joe Altimari had concerns about the salability of the units at the planned price
points (high $400,000’s to low $600,000’s, depending upon unit type and extras).
MaryFrances McGarrity noted McKee’s good reputation and that this is a housing option
that is not currently available in the Township.

At the conclusion of the discussion, McKee’s attorney stated that he would discuss with Staff
the best way to move forward with the amendment process to allow the active adult
community.
Staff Comment
In the year since the presentation, we advised McKee that our preferred course of action was
for them to provide draft text to amend the IN overlay district. While this would allow the
use in other zoning districts in addition to the O/R district, the IN provisions are intended to
accommodate large scale uses like this one.
Staff has since met with McKee’s consultants on several occasions to discuss various
amendment drafts. The draft being presented tonight for your consideration is generally
satisfactory to Staff and has already been reviewed by the Chester County Planning
Commission. Please note the following points:
1. In addition to the area and bulk standards, the proposed amendment includes a new
definition defining the term “active adult community,” which includes a reference to the
Housing for Older Persons Act of 1995. Staff strongly supports this citation, as it assures
that such projects will be consistent with legal requirements.
2. A minimum tract size of 75 acres is required for the use. The McKee tract is well in excess
of this, but a developer would need to consolidate numerous properties in order for the
use to be accommodated elsewhere in the Township. For comparison, consider that the
Weston tract along King Rd. is approximately 54 acres. Should the Commission wish to
make more accommodations for this use, the minimum tract size could be reduced.
3. The area and bulk standards have been developed to accommodate McKee’s concept plan.
4. The regulations accommodate single-family and multi-family living arrangements but
specify that at least 20% of the dwelling units be single-family detached homes.
5. The regulations allow – but do not require – the provision of various accessory uses. Staff
favors this approach as it allows such developments to adapt to changing demands,
expectations, and market conditions.
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The County has reviewed both the proposed amendment and McKee’s concept plan. Staff
suggests that we focus discussion on the amendment, although the Applicant should consider
the County’s design-related concerns as the project may evolve. Staff offers the following
thoughts in response to the County’s comments on the proposed amendment, being items 3
through 7 of the attached correspondence dated July 28, 2021.
•

It appears that the County is amenable to the concept of providing for active adult
communities through the IN overlay district but suggests the use may not be appropriate
for the I-1 Limited Industrial or I-2 General Industrial zoning districts. Staff concurs, but
we note that there are no developable tracts in these districts large enough to meet the
minimum tract size requirement. Staff does not recommend any changes to the text in
response to this comment.

•

Comment 4 questions whether this amendment is consistent with the Township’s
Comprehensive Plan. This is an appropriate concern, and Staff notes that the future land
use element of our Comprehensive Plan shows the Applicant’s tract as “Business Park.”
While the McKee project is clearly not compatible with this designation, we have already
noted that we question the desirability of any office development at this location. For
this reason, Staff supports an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan to provide for
institutional uses at this location.

•

Comment 6 recommends including minimum open space requirements in the amendment.
Staff notes that this project is already subject to the open space requirements in §281-47
of our Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance. For the 344 dwelling units shown,
the permanent open space requirement is about 15.8 acres. Staff has not analyzed the
concept plan to determine if it complies, but the Commission may recall that recreational
improvements as well as open space may count toward this requirement. Given that the
issue of open space has already been addressed in this way, Staff is of the opinion that
putting an additional requirement in the Zoning amendment would be confusing.

•

Comment 7 suggests “…providing density bonus incentives in exchange for the inclusion of
affordable housing units.” While we are sensitive to the issue of affordable housing and
we support the County’s A+ Homes initiative mentioned in the review, we continue to be
of the opinion that the Township is ill equipped to administer a subsidized affordable
housing program. Instead, by accommodating new residential development in a variety of
forms, market forces will work to prevent the kind of extreme affordability situations
being experienced in other parts of the country. Finally, since there is no conventional
density limit in the amendment (i.e., not stated as a maximum number of dwelling units
allowed per acre), Staff is not sure how a “density bonus” could be provided.

The Applicant also provided a fiscal impact analysis of the active adult community. The
analysis concludes that the active adult community is anticipated to generate $149,114 of
annual net revenue for the Township and over $2 million for the School District. We recall
that an analysis provided last year projected an annual net loss of almost $54,000 if the tract
were developed as a life-care facility instead. A review of a prior analysis by the Township
Finance Director is also attached. While she is generally in agreement with its conclusions,
she noted that the County updated the common-level ratio after the Applicant provided the
report; the current analysis attached here reflects this change.
If the Commission is agreeable to the proposed amendment, including any revisions as may be
agreed to in the course of discussion, Staff recommends that we proceed as we have with the
adoption of the process-related amendments also on tonight’s agenda. Since we have already
received the County’s comments, we would only ask the Township Solicitor for comments.
Should the Solicitor suggest changes, these will be reviewed with the Applicant and the
3

Commission in the course of a public meeting, following which the Commission may make a
motion recommending that the Board of Supervisors initiate the adoption process.
Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Draft amending ordinance, dated September 17, 2021.
Concept Plan: Active Adult Community 55+, dated September 22, 2021.
Chester County Planning Commission review dated July 28, 2021.
Fiscal Impact Analysis, dated September 22, 2021.
Finance Director review of FIA, dated July 9, 2021.

Plans\U thru Z\Valley Creek CC\Valley Creek Homes\PC memo - 211001
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BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
CHESTER COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 325, “ZONING,” OF THE WEST
WHITELAND TOWNSHIP CODE OF ORDINANCES TO ADD A DEFINITION
OF “ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITY”, TO ADD ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITY
AS A PERMITTED USE IN THE IN INSTITUTIONAL DISTRICT AND TO
PROVIDE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITY USE.
BE IT HEREBY ENACTED AND ORDAINED by the Board of Supervisors of West Whiteland
Township, Chester County, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as follows:
Section 1. Sub-section 325-8 of Chapter 325, “Zoning”, of the West Whiteland Township
Code of Ordinances is hereby amended to add a definition of “Active Adult Community” as
follows:
ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITY – A residential development consisting of any number of
single-family, two-family and townhouse dwelling units, including accessory uses
consistent with § 325-45.B(15) hereinbelow, that is age-restricted as provided for by
The Housing for Older Persons Act of 1995, as amended.
Section 2. Sub-section of Chapter 325-45.B, “Zoning”, of the West Whiteland Township Code
of Ordinances is hereby amended to renumber existing Sub-section (15) as a new Sub-section
(16) and to replace existing Sub-Section (15) it in its entirety as follows:
(15) Active Adult Community along with Active Adult Community accessory use(s),
including clubhouse, swimming pool, bocce, indoor and outdoor recreational uses,
trails, fitness center, guest parking, dog park, outdoor grilling, picnic areas and other
similar uses to the foregoing.
Section 3.
Sub-section 325-45.C of Chapter 325, “Zoning”, of the West Whiteland
Township Code of Ordinances, the first sentence thereof is hereby amended as follows:
C.

Development regulations: For all authorized buildings and uses, except for an
Active Adult Community or where a more specific requirement is provided for a
life-care facility, the following regulations shall apply:

Section 4.
Sub-section 325-45 of Chapter 325, “Zoning”, of the West Whiteland Township
Code of Ordinances, is hereby amended by the addition of a new Sub-Section F as follows:
F.

Active Adult Community.
(1)

1306099.6

Area and bulk regulations.
1

(a)

Minimum gross tract area: 75 acres.

(b)

Minimum building setbacks.

1306099.6

From exterior road right-of-way: 50 feet.

[2]

From tract perimeter where the tract perimeter is not
defined by a road right-of-way: 50 feet.

(c)

Maximum building coverage: 30% of net tract area.

(d)

Maximum impervious coverage: 60% of net tract area.

(e)

Maximum building height: 35 feet.

(f)

Maximum density: 4.0 dwelling units per gross tract acre.

(g)

Single-family dwellings shall comply with the following:

(h)

(2)

[1]

[1]

Minimum lot size: 7,500 square feet.

[2]

Minimum lot width at the street line: 50 feet.

[3]

Minimum front yard: 20 feet.

[4]

Minimum side yard: 10 feet.

[5]

Minimum rear yard: 25 feet. Covered decks that are not
permanently enclosed and patios shall be permitted to
project a maximum of 5 feet into the rear yard.

Two-family and townhouse dwellings shall comply with the
following minimum building separation requirements:
[1]

Rear to rear: 40 feet.

[2]

Side to side: 20 feet.

[3]

Other dwelling wall to dwelling wall: 35 feet.

(i)

Two-family and townhouse dwellings shall be set back a
minimum of 20 feet from roads within an Active Adult
Community.

(j)

Not less than 20% of the proposed dwelling units shall be singlefamily dwellings.

Sewer and water facilities. An Active Adult Community shall be served
by public sewer and water systems.
2

Section 5.
The provisions of this Ordinance are severable, and if any section, sentence,
clause, part, or provision thereof shall be held illegal, invalid, or unconstitutional by any
court of competent jurisdiction, such decision of the court shall not affect or impair the
remaining sections, sentences, clauses, parts, or provisions of this Ordinance.
Section 6.
enactment.

This Ordinance shall take effect and be in force five (5) days from the date of

ENACTED AND ORDAINED this _____ day of __________, 2021.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Name:
Chair
Name:
Vice Chair
Name:
Member

ATTEST:
________________________________
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager

1306099.6
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THE COUNTY OF CHESTER
COMMISSIONERS
Marian D. Moskowitz
Josh Maxwell
Michelle Kichline
Brian N. O’Leary, AICP
Executive Director

PLANNING COMMISSION
Government Services Center, Suite 270
601 Westtown Road
P. O. Box 2747
West Chester, PA 19380-0990
(610) 344-6285
Fax (610) 344-6515

July 28, 2021
John R. Weller, AICP, Director of Planning & Zoning
West Whiteland Township
101 Commerce Drive
Exton, PA 19341
Re:
#

Zoning Ordinance Amendment – Active Adult Community, IN Institutional District
West Whiteland Township – ZA-06-21-16790

Dear Mr. Weller:
The Chester County Planning Commission has reviewed the proposed Zoning Ordinance Amendment as
submitted pursuant to the provisions of the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code, Section 609(e).
The referral for review was received by this office on June 28, 2021. We offer the following comments
to assist in your review of the proposed amendment.
DESCRIPTION:
1.

The Township proposes the following amendments to its Zoning Ordinance:
A. Add a definition for “Active Adult Community” to Section 325-8;
B. Add “Active Adult Community” to the list of permitted uses in the IN Institutional District;
and
C. Add area and bulk regulations, and sewer and water facilities requirements, for an active adult
community to Section 325-45.F. We note that the proposed standards include a minimum
gross tract area of 50 acres, a maximum density requirement of 4.0 dwelling units per gross
acre, and maximum building coverage and impervious coverage requirements of 30 percent
and 60 percent of the net tract area, respectively.

2.

It is our understanding that the purpose of this zoning amendment is to allow for the development
of a 344 unit active adult community on an approximately 100.44 acre site situated on the north
side of East Swedesford Road at its intersection with Valley Creek Boulevard. Our comments on
this concept plan commence on page 2 of this review letter.

COMMENTS – ZONING ORDINACE AMENDMENT:
LANDSCAPES:
3.

The Township’s IN Institutional District, which is an overlay of the TC Town Center, NC
Neighborhood Commercial, O/C Office/Commercial, O/L Office/Laboratory, O/R
Office/Residential, I-1 Limited Industrial, and I-2 General Industrial Districts, is located within
the Suburban Landscape, Suburban Center Landscape, and Natural Landscape designations
of Landscapes3, the 2018 County Comprehensive Plan. The vision for the Suburban Landscape
is predominantly residential communities with locally-oriented commercial uses and facilities,
accommodating growth at a medium density that retains a focus on residential neighborhoods,
email: ccplanning@chesco.org

• website: www.chescoplanning.org
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with enhancements in housing diversity and affordability. Additionally, roads, sidewalks and
paths with convenient access to parks and community facilities should be provided. The vision
for the Suburban Center Landscape is regional economic, population and transportation centers
with varying land uses, accommodating substantial future growth of medium to high intensity.
Repurposing obsolete structures and sites and encouraging sustainable development will be
critical as suburban centers grow, and transportation infrastructure and amenities will need to
expand to create an integrated multimodal network. As an overlay of all other landscapes, the
county’s Natural Landscapes consist of a network of streams, wetlands, floodplains, and forests
that are protected by regulations or should be subject to limited disturbance. Conservation
practices should protect and restore these natural resources. While an active adult community is
an appropriate use in the Suburban and Suburban Center Landscapes, this does not appear to
be an appropriate use in the Township’s I-1 Limited Industrial and I-2 General Industrial districts.
Zoning Issues:
4.

Prior to taking action on this amendment, the Township should ensure that the zoning amendment
is generally consistent with its municipal Comprehensive Plan, as set forth in Section 603(j) of
the PA Municipalities Planning Code (PA MPC). We suggest that the Township, in its evaluation
of the proposed amendment, determine how many sites there are in the Township that meet the
criteria set forth in the proposed amendment, and also determine whether an active adult
community is appropriately located in this wide array of underlying zoning districts.

5.

We recommend that the Township review the Age Restricted Housing Planning eTool on the
County Planning Commission’s website for additional issues to consider prior to finalizing the
proposed ordinance language. This tool, which includes links to model ordinance language, is
available online at:
https://www.chescoplanning.org/MuniCorner/eTools/21-AgeRestHousing.cfm.

6.

We recommend that the Township consider incorporating minimum open space standards into
the proposed ordinance language.

7.

We recommend that the Township consider providing density bonus incentives in exchange for
the inclusion of affordable housing units. For more information on how density bonuses are
implemented, refer to the County Planning Commission’s Affordable Housing Bonuses Planning
eTool, which is available online at:
https://www.chescoplanning.org/MuniCorner/eTools/22-AffordableHousingBonus.cfm.
“Live” Objectives A and B of Landscapes3, the 2018 County Comprehensive Plan, support the
provision of diverse and affordable housing to meet the needs of all residents. Additionally, the
County has established the A+ Homes initiative, which focuses on creating homes that are
attractive, affordably-priced, adaptable, aging-friendly, and accessible. Additional information
on the A+ Homes initiative is available online at:
https://www.chescoplanning.org/Housing/aPlusHomes.cfm.

COMMENTS – CONCEPT PLAN:
A concept plan entitled “Active Adult Community 55+, Valley Creek,” prepared by Glackin Thomas
Panzak, and dated July 15, 2020, was included with the zoning amendment submission to the County
Planning Commission. We offer the following comments, focused primarily upon design and procedural
issues, to assist the applicant and West Whiteland Township in its review of the future development
activity for this site. The applicant proposes the construction of 344 age-qualified residential units (116
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single family detached and 228 townhouse units) on an approximately 100.44 acre site (UPI# 41-3-8, 413-8.1, 41-3-8.3, and 41-3-8.4), situated on the north side of East Swedesford Road at its intersection with
Valley Creek Boulevard. The project site, which is located in the O/L Office/Laboratory and Unified
Development Area Overlay zoning districts, adjoins East Whiteland Township.
A Transportation Impact Assessment, prepared by Traffic Planning and Design, Inc., dated June 25, 2021,
was included with the concept plan. The recommendations identified in the Assessment include the
following:




Swedesford Road and Valley Creek Boulevard/Proposed Driveway Intersection: restripe the
eastbound approach to provide 75 foot left turn lane; incorporate propose driveway as fourth
leg of the signalized intersection; and upgrade signal equipment accordingly;
Swedesford Road/Ship Road intersection: optimize signal timings; and
Proposed Church Farm Lane driveway intersection: Provide stop-signage on the egress
approach; and provide adequate ingress/egress radii to facilitate access to/from site.

BACKGROUND:
8.

The Chester County Planning Commission previously reviewed a land development proposal for
this site. CCPC# 6632-20, “Valley Creek Corporate Center North,” dated September 25, 2001,
addressed the construction of five clusters of commercial office structures totaling 1,206,645
square feet, and 4,832 parking spaces. We have no record of the Township granting final plan
approval for this prior submission.
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Concept Plan Detail: Active Adult Community 55+, Valley Creek
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LANDSCAPES:
9.

The project site is located within the Suburban Landscape and Natural Landscape designations
of Landscapes3, the 2018 County Comprehensive Plan. The vision for the Suburban Landscape
is predominantly residential communities with locally-oriented commercial uses and facilities,
accommodating growth at a medium density that retains a focus on residential neighborhoods,
with enhancements in housing diversity and affordability. Additionally, roads, sidewalks and
paths with convenient access to parks and community facilities should be provided. As an overlay
of all other landscapes, the county’s Natural Landscapes consist of a network of streams,
wetlands, floodplains, and forests that are protected by regulations or should be subject to limited
disturbance. Conservation practices should protect and restore these natural resources. While an
active adult community is an appropriate use in the Suburban Landscape, careful consideration
of any development activity on this site is required due to existing physical and environmental
constraints, particularly the transmission pipelines that traverse the project site.

Design Issues:
10.

According to the Chester County Pipeline Information Center Mapping Application, the central
portion of the project site is traversed by three natural gas transmission pipelines operated by
Williams Gas Pipeline – Transco. Additionally, there are two hazardous liquid pipelines located
along East Swedesford Road (one is operated by Sunoco Pipeline-Energy Transfer, while the
other is operated by Laurel Pipeline Company/Buckeye Partners). The applicant should be aware
that the actual location of the pipelines may not always be within the center of the easement or
right-of-way. To minimize risks before and during construction, the project designer should
contact the Pennsylvania One Call Center at 811 or http://www.pa1call.org/pa811, consistent with
the provisions of Section 4(2) of Act 287 (Underground Utility Protection Act), prior to finalizing
the design. The PA One Call Center should also be contacted at least 3 business days, but not
more than 10 days, prior to any excavation. More information about pipeline safety can be found
at the Chester County Pipeline Information Center at:
http://www.chescoplanning.org/pic/introduction.cfm.

11.

The Township’s 2020 Historic Resources Map and Sites Table indicates that UPI# 41-3-8
contains a Class I Historic Resource listed on the National Register, the Pickwick/John Kent Kane
Junior House. While it appears that several existing buildings on the site will be removed, the
concept plan indicates that this existing house will remain. The applicant should identify the
proposed use(s) of this house. The Township should reserve granting final plan approval until
the proposal has been reviewed by the Township’s Historical Commission. “Appreciate”
Objective A of Landscapes3, the 2018 County Comprehensive Plan, is to preserve historic
resources in their context while supporting appropriate reuse as a vital part of our community
infrastructure and character. Additional information on this issue is available online at:
www.chescoplanning.org/Landscapes3/1c-Appreciate.cfm.

12.

While we acknowledge that a clubhouse/pool and dog park area will be provided in the central
portion of the site, along with community garden areas, we suggest that the applicant and Township
investigate the feasibility of providing a larger central open space area within the development.

Access and Circulation:
13.

The concept plan appears to depict that sidewalks will only be provided for a portion of the
proposed development. Sidewalks should be provided for all residential units. Sidewalks are an
essential design element in the Suburban Landscape.
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14.

It appears that pedestrian access will be provided on the west side of the driveway entrance at the
proposed Swedesford Road/Valley Creek Boulevard entrance. The applicant and Township
should ensure that direct pedestrian access will be provided from this development to the Chester
Valley Trail to the south. We note that crosswalks are currently provided at the Swedesford
Road/Valley Creek Boulevard intersection, and that sidewalks are provided along the west side
of Valley Creek Boulevard to the current trail location.

15.

The concept plan depicts the location of a mown/paved trail generally situated around the
perimeter of the central and northern portion of the project site. The Township should review the
location and design of the proposed trail system. We recommend that all trail corridor location
and design details be incorporated into the final plan, and we also recommend that any trails be
constructed prior to the Township issuing any building occupancy permits for this development.
We also recommend that the applicant and Township consider utilizing all-weather materials in
the construction of this trail corridor, which will accommodate a wider variety of uses, and be
handicapped-accessible.

16.

While we acknowledge, and endorse, that the proposed trail network will extend to the adjoining
site to the west (Exton Park), we recommend that the applicant and Township, in consultation
with East Whiteland Township, investigate the feasibility of a pedestrian/vehicular connection to
Elkins Circle on the adjoining Malvern Hunt development to the east. We note that the concept
plan depicts that the proposed trail will be situated in close proximity to the existing Elkins Circle
cul-de-sac turnaround.

17.

The Transportation Impact Assessment states that the site will be served by one full-access
driveway to Swedesford Road serving as the fourth leg of the signalized intersection of
Swedesford Road and Valley Creek Boulevard, and one full-access driveway to Church Farm
Lane. We note that the concept plan appears to indicate that the existing Church Farm
Lane/Swedesford Road intersection will be removed, due to the placement of residential units to
the immediate north of Swedesford Road where this existing entrance is currently located. The
Township Engineer should ensure that the design of the proposed secondary connection via
Church Farm Lane/Old Valley Road to the north fully complies with the street design standards
set forth in the Township Code. Two fully improved access points should be provided for this
development.

Natural Features Protection:
18.

While the concept plan indicates that a portion of the site contains land within the 100-year
floodplain, General Note 5 states that this plan “is prepared under an anticipation that the
floodplain survey/study will be completed and the floodplain areas shown on the base including
FEMA mapped 100 year floodplain and predevelopment 100 year floodplain areas will be
eliminated.” The Township engineer should review the applicant’s calculated floodplain boundary
findings once completed. We note that the County Planning Commission does not support
development in the floodplain, and FEMA and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection regulate filling or development in the floodplain. Development within a floodplain
can increase the magnitude and frequency of normally minor floods, and present health and safety
problems.
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19.

In addition to the stream corridor and associated riparian buffer areas shown on the concept plan,
aerial imagery and LIDAR topographical data show a grassed channel that runs diagonally across
the central portion of the site from the northeast to southwest. Aerial photos and vegetation within
this channel indicate that it is regularly saturated and may covey water from a spring or seep.
Additionally, the USGS 1:24,000 Malvern quadrangle map designates approximately 650 feet of
this channel extending from Church Farm Lane as a perennial stream, indicating that the area
adjacent to this channel is subject to the Riparian Buffer Area (RBA) requirements included in
Section 270-15.T of the Township’s stormwater management standards. The concept plan does
not designate this channel as an existing stream, and it does not include the required buffer area.
The applicant should include this stream channel and the appropriate buffer zones on all future
plan submissions. Additionally, the applicant should ensure that no disturbance will occur within
the minimum 25-foot setback from the top of the stream channel, and should ensure an additional
125 foot vegetated buffer is maintained as open space.

20.

2013 soils data indicates that the site contains areas of hydric (wet) soils (Th Thorndale) which
have limitations to development. These limitations include drainage problems due to low
permeability, low runoff rates and sub-surface saturation. When construction takes place on these
soils, it interferes with the natural drainage of the land. If construction occurs on this site, on-site
alterations to existing drainage patterns should be carefully inspected by the Township Engineer
to insure that off-site drainage conditions are not negatively affected.

21.

Aerial imagery shows several areas that are frequently saturated and appear to support hydric
vegetation that are not identified as wetlands on the conceptual site plan. The applicant should
ensure that a qualified engineering or surveying firm completes a full wetland delineation on this
site. Any delineated wetlands and adjacent buffer areas should be maintained as open space.

22.

The site is underlain by carbonate geology in which the presence or potential may exist for the
formation and/or expansion of solution channels, sinkholes and other karst features. These
features can present risk of collapse and groundwater contamination that often can be overcome
and avoided with careful stormwater management design. The location, type, and design of
stormwater facilities and best management practices (BMPs) should be based on a site evaluation
conducted by a qualified licensed professional that ascertains the conditions relevant to formation
of karst features, and the PA BMP Manual or other design guidance acceptable to the Municipal
Engineer.

23.

The plan and 2017 aerial photography indicate that a portion of the site is wooded. Mature trees
and shrubs reduce the volume and impacts of stormwater runoff by intercepting precipitation,
increasing evapotranspiration, and stabilizing soil through root growth. If development or earth
disturbance is going to encroach upon existing woodlands, the removal of trees should be limited
to the minimum area needed for the dwellings and support facilities. The limits of tree removal
should be clearly shown on the plan and “limits of disturbance” should be delineated to protect
all trees that are intended to remain. Orange construction fencing should be placed at the “limit
of disturbance” to prevent unintended intrusion into woodland areas by construction equipment.
This fencing should be placed at the drip line of any trees that are intended to remain to limit
inadvertent impacts from construction equipment to root zones and long-term tree health.
Additional native trees and shrubs should be incorporated into the landscaping plans to replace
and mitigate the loss of removed trees.
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Zoning Ordinance Amendment – Active Adult Community, IN Institutional District
West Whiteland Township – ZA-06-21-16790

RECOMMENDATION: The Township should consider the comments in this letter before acting on
the proposed zoning ordinance amendment.

We request an official copy of the decision made by the Township Supervisors, as required by Section
609(g) of the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code. This will allow us to maintain a current file copy
of your ordinance.
Sincerely,

Paul Farkas
Senior Review Planner
cc:

Valley Creek Homes LLC, c/o the McKee Group
Zachary Barner, AICP, Director of Planning & Development, East Whiteland Township
Chester County Water Resources Authority
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Executive Summary
Glackin Thomas Panzak, Inc. was retained by The McKee Group to analyze and
compare the fiscal and population impacts for an Active Adult Community
development scenario.
The McKee Group is proposing a 344-unit age-qualified (55+) Active Adult
Community with a mix of housing types at the former Church Farm School faculty
housing property located along Swedesford Road in West Whiteland Township.
This report describes the anticipated future annual fiscal impacts related to the
proposed development scenario.
As described in the table below, it is projected that the Active Adult Community
will result in significant beneficial, net-positive annual fiscal impacts to both West
Whiteland Township and the West Chester Area School District.

Proposed Scenario:
Active Adult Community

Annual Net
Township
Impact

Annual Net
School District
Impact

Annual Net
Combined
Impact

$149,114

$2,128,419

$2,277,533

Annual Net
Combined
Number
of Units Impact per Unit
344

$6,621

Fiscal impacts presented in this analysis were estimated using a methodology
developed by the Rutgers University Center for Urban Policy Research, as
originally described in The New Practitioner’s Guide to Fiscal Analysis1 and
further developed in a later publication by the same authors entitled Development
Impact Assessment Handbook2. A concise summary of fiscal impacts associated
with the development design is presented in a table on the last page of this report.

1

Burchell, Robert W., David Listokin, et al. The New Practitioner’s Guide to Fiscal
Impact Analysis, New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, 1985
2
Burchell, Robert W., David Listokin, et al. Development Impact Assessment Handbook.
Washington, D.C.: ULI-the Urban Land Institute, 1994.
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Proposed Development Plan
This analysis assumes the following mix of residential unit types and values for
the proposed Active Adult Community:
Proposed Scenario: Age-Qualified (55+) Active Adult Community


116 4-bedroom single-family detached units with an average
market value of $629,900 per unit



96 3-bedroom single-family attached carriage home units with an
average market value of $559,900 per unit



132 3-bedroom single-family attached villa units with an average
market value of $559,900 per unit

Revenue Impacts
Real Estate Property Tax - At full build-out, the Active Adult Community will have
a total market value of approximately $200,725,600 million, which translates to
an assessed value of approximately $90.4 million. This assessment calculation
is based on the current (2021-2022) Chester County common-level ratio of 2.22,
which estimates assessed value at approximately 45.04% of market value. West
Whiteland’s current real estate tax rate is 0.714 mills and the West Chester Area
School District’s current real estate tax rate is 22.0604 mills. The proposed Active
Adult Community will generate significant ongoing real estate tax revenue to the
local taxing authorities, with an estimated $64,558 going to the Township and
$1,994,634 going to the School District annually.
Earned Income Tax – West Whiteland Township and the West Chester Area
School District each levy Earned Income Tax (EIT) at the rate of 0.5% on wages
earned by Township residents. It is estimated that each taxing authority will

Glackin Thomas Panzak
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receive approximately $51,689 in EIT revenues annually from the proposed
Active Adult Community.
Due to the age profiles of the residents, fewer households overall will be paying
taxes on earned income as compared to non-age-qualified residential
developments. This analysis was guided by the following assumptions regarding
how many households would be paying the EIT, by unit type:


Single-family detached units: 50% (58 households)



Carriage home units: 10% (10 households)



Villa units: 10% (13 households)

Furthermore, median household income for the Active Adult Community EIT
calculation is based on the market values stated previously and a housing cost
affordability ratio of 28%. This estimate assumes a 50% down payment, 30-year
term mortgage at 3.75% interest, and monthly taxes, insurance, and
homeowner’s association fees totaling $1,608 for the single-family detached units
and $1,472 for the carriage homes and villas.
Real Estate Transfer Tax – Both the Township and School District levy the Real
Estate Transfer Tax at the rate of 0.5% of sale price. This analysis anticipates
that in the proposed Active Adult Community, an average of approximately 5% of
the single-family detached residential units and 10% of the carriage home and
villa units will transfer ownership (be sold) in any given year. This results in
annual Transfer Tax Revenues totaling $82,096 to each the Township and School
District.
In addition to the annual Transfer Tax revenues estimated here, it is also
important to note that the Township and School District will also receive significant
Transfer Tax revenues from the initial sales of every residential unit in the Active
Adult Community from the builder to the first homeowners. With a total market
value of $200,725,600 in 2021 for the Active Adult Community, this equates to an

Glackin Thomas Panzak
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estimated $1.003 million in initial-sales transfer taxes to each taxing authority
($200,725,600 market value x 0.5% transfer tax rate = $1,003,628).
Local Services Tax – The Local Services Tax (LST) is a per capita tax of $52
per year on all persons working within the Township.

In the Active Adult

Community, we cannot estimate how many of the residents who still work (i.e.,
are not retired) will be employed at jobs located within the Township, so did not
ascribe any LST revenues, however, there will likely be some nominal amount.
Revenues from Service Fees – West Whiteland Township charges fees to offset
the cost of providing municipal services to Township residents, specifically for
sanitary sewer operations and solid waste collection. The Township’s 2020
budget indicates that a sewer fee of $285 per household is charged annually to
residential portions of the municipality. It is estimated that the proposed Active
Adult Community will generate approximately $98,040 annually in sewer fees.
The Township also charges a recycling fee and solid waste collection fee. In this
analysis Active Adult Community would have private collection contracts so it
would not generate revenues to the Township through solid waste collection or
recycling fees.
Non-Tax Sources and Intergovernmental Revenue – This analysis projects
that the proposed Active Adult Community could generate estimated non-tax
revenues from licenses, permits, fines, fees, and other sources outlined in the
Township budget totaling approximately $100,427 annually. Intergovernmental
sources (i.e., grants from county, state, and/or federal sources) could be the
source of an additional $24,757 in revenues annually.

Glackin Thomas Panzak
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Population Impacts
New Residential Population – Due to the age-qualified nature of the Active Adult
Community, it is projected that no school-aged children will reside in this
development. The community will be subject to the Uniform Planned Community
Act and the applicant will file a Declaration that will contain an article providing
that the community is “active adult, 55+” in accordance with federal housing law
and regulations. The population estimates for total household size in this analysis
are based on demographic multipliers described by the Rutgers University Center
for Urban Policy Research (2006)3. While originally written to address population
and demographic profiles for housing in New Jersey, this source is applicable to
the proposed and alternative development scenarios in this analysis because it
uses information from the U.S. Census specific to age-qualified housing in the
Northeast Region of the United States to derive population multipliers,
categorized by household structure type (i.e., single-family detached, singlefamily attached, apartments, etc.)

These multipliers estimate the average

household size for age-restricted housing as follows: 1.57 for single-family
detached homes and 1.39 for single-family attached homes. Applying these
multipliers to the mix of unit types in the proposed Active Adult Community, we
estimate that 182 people will reside in the single-family detached units, 133
people in the carriage home units, and 183 people in the villa units, for a total
residential population of 498 people.
The number of new residents are used to predict costs to the Township and
School District, as described in the following cost analysis.

3

Listokin, David, Ioan Voicu, William Dolphin, et al. Who Lives in New Jersey Housing?
New Jersey Demographic Multipliers. New Brunswick, New Jersey: Center for Urban Policy
Research, Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy - Rutgers, the State University
of New Jersey (2006).

Glackin Thomas Panzak
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Cost Analysis
Projected costs associated with the proposed development plan are derived from
the 2020 West Whiteland Township Budget to arrive at a per capita expenditure
number for each resident in the Township.

In calculating the per capita

expenditure value, this analysis accounts for the fact that costs are divided
differently among serving both residential and non-residential portions of the
Township. In this methodology, costs are differentiated between residential and
non-residential developments based on the actual existing mix of residential and
non-residential parcels and total assessments in the Township, and the relative
per capita expenditure values are established accordingly. According to Chester
County assessment data, approximately 75 percent of the tax parcels and
assessed value in West Whiteland Township are residential and 25 percent are
non-residential. After applying these percentages, the annual Township costs of
the proposed development are estimated to be approximately $547 per resident.
The Township 2020 budget reports annual General Fund expenditures of
$10,900,903 (excluding debt service and liquid fuels) and Sewer Operating Fund
expenditures of $3,024,547 (excluding costs associated with fund transfers for
certain capital expenses). Solid Waste Fund expenditures are not included in this
analysis since the development will use a private collection provider. Based on
this level of expenditures, the cost of providing Township services to the proposed
Active Adult Community is estimated at approximately $272,452 annually.

Other Economic Impacts
The proposed Active Adult Community would have a beneficial economic “ripple
effect” in the local economy, as the new residents use goods and services in and
around West Whiteland Township. In addition, the development phase would
provide construction jobs and result in construction-related consumption
expenditures in the local and regional economies.

Glackin Thomas Panzak
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reflected in the summary table included in this report but would provide economic
benefits over and above the annual revenues described herein.

Conclusions and Summary
In conclusion, It is projected that the proposed Active Adult Community will result
in significant beneficial, net-positive annual fiscal impacts to both West Whiteland
Township and the West Chester Area School District
The table on the next page summarizes the fiscal impacts to each taxing authority
under each development alternative.

Glackin Thomas Panzak
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Fiscal Impact Summary

Proposed Active Adult Community

Single‐Family
Detached Homes Carriage Homes
Residential Units
116
96
Anticipated Value per Unit
$629,900
$559,900
Market Value of Proposed Development
$73,068,400
$53,750,400
Assessed Value (approx. 45.04% of market value)
$32,913,694
$24,211,892
New Residential Population
182
133
New School‐Aged Children
0
0
New Employees
0
0
West Whiteland Township
Real Estate Tax Revenue (0.714 mills)
$
23,500 $
17,287
Non‐Property Tax Revenue
$
35,991 $
27,130
Sewer Fees
$
33,060 $
27,360
Intergovernmental Revenue
$
9,024 $
6,624
Earned Income Tax Revenue (0.5%)
$
38,117 $
5,901
Real Estate Transfer Tax (0.5%)
$
18,267 $
26,875
Local Services Tax ($52 per resident worker) $
‐ $
‐
Total Township Revenues
$
157,959 $
111,178
Total Township Expenditures
$
(99,571) $
(72,763)
Net Township Fiscal Impact
$
58,388 $
38,414
West Chester Area School District
Real Estate Tax Revenue (22.0604 mills)
$
726,089 $
534,124
Earned Income Tax Revenue (0.5%)
$
38,117 $
5,901
Real Estate Transfer Tax (0.5%)
$
18,267 $
26,875
Total School District Revenues
$
782,473 $
566,900
Total School District Expenditures
$
‐ $
‐
Net School District Fiscal Impact
$
782,473 $
566,900
Total Development‐Generated Revenues
$
940,433 $
678,078
(Township + School District)

TOTAL
Active Adult
Community
344
‐
$200,725,600
$90,416,937
498
0
0

Villas
132
$559,900
$73,906,800
$33,291,351
183
0
0
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

23,770
37,305
37,620
9,110
7,671
36,953
‐
152,430
(100,118)
52,312

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

64,558
100,427
98,040
24,757
51,689
82,096
‐
421,567
(272,452)
149,114

$
$
$
$
$
$

734,421
7,671
36,953
779,045
‐
779,045

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,994,634
51,689
82,096
2,128,419
‐
2,128,419

$

931,475 $

2,549,985

Total Development‐Generated Expenditures
(Township + School District)

$

(99,571) $

(72,763) $

(100,118) $

(272,452)

Total Net Annual Fiscal Impact

$

840,862 $

605,315 $

831,357 $

2,277,533

Glackin Thomas Panzak
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Justin Smiley, Planning & Zoning
Beth Jones, Finance Director
Review of Fiscal Impact Analysis – Valley Creek Active Adult Community
July 9, 2021

Summary
I have reviewed the Fiscal Impact Analysis (FIA) completed by Glackin Thomas Panzak on behalf of
The McKee Group for the proposed active adult residential development on Swedesford Road near
its intersection with Valley Creek Boulevard. Overall, the numbers used and calculations provided
appear accurate to the best of my ability to confirm. There was no median household income
provided in the report. This amount is needed to confirm the calculation of projected earned income
tax (EIT) revenue. Upon request, Glackin Thomas Panzak did provide the income amounts and the
EIT revenue amount included is confirmed.
The FIA projects a positive net fiscal impact for both the Township and West Chester Area School
District (WCASD) as of project completion. Especially compelling is the estimated real estate transfer
tax revenue from the initial sales of the homes – approximately $1M for the Township and another
$1M for the WCASD.
A few items of note that the Planning Commission and/or Board of Supervisors may want to discuss
with the applicant:
1. Related to trash/recycling collection, the report indicates “private collection contracts”. Our
current Solid Waste Ordinance does not allow for this type of neighborhood (single family +
connected units) to contract privately for trash/recycling services. For the Township’s
purposes, this doesn’t change the overall fiscal impact of the development as trash/recycling
revenues generally cover the related expenses.
2. The report indicates that the age-qualified community projects “no school-aged children will
reside in this development”. However, the report does not indicate how this provision will be
ensured (bylaws, deed restriction, etc.).
3. Chester County’s common-level ratio (CLR) related to the calculation of assessed value of
properties was updated on July 1, 2021, a week after the report was issued. Using the new
ratio (45% instead of the 46.94% used), the estimate of the project’s total assessed value
decreased by just shy of $4M. When the assessed value decreases so does the projected
Township property tax revenue – from $67,285 in the report to $64,493 when calculated
using the new CLR.
The FIA does not discuss potential future impacts related to the Covid-19 pandemic. While there is
less concern currently than say a year ago, long-term outcomes remain unknown at the time the FIA
was written. As such, it should be noted that the economic uncertainty brought about by the
pandemic could play a role in project commencement, progression, and completion, and their
related fiscal impacts.
As a reminder for readers:
1. The Township is not permitted to approve or deny a developer’s proposal due to the
financial impact on the Township.
2. The Fiscal Impact Analysis is forward-looking and provides projections that are estimates
based on factors known or projected at the time of the report.
Page 1 of 1

MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 1, 2021
TO: Planning Commission
FROM: John R. Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning
SUBJECT: Review process
Amendments to the Subdivision and Land
Development Ordinance and the Zoning
Ordinance
Background
At the Planning Commission meeting of February 16, 2021, we began the process of reviewing
the provisions in our Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance (“S/LDO”) and Zoning
Ordinance that establish the plan review and approval process as well as the requirements for
plan content. You will recall that there were two reasons for doing this:
•

First, to review what information is necessary for us to understand a project and to
conduct a meaningful review.

•

Second, to make the regulations user-friendly so applicants, our consultants, and future
Commissions and staff members can easily navigate and understand the requirements.

As we proceeded, a third reason became evident: we needed to make changes to address
changing technology and practices. We ultimately agreed upon new language for portions of
four different S/LDO articles and three articles of the Zoning Ordinance.
We concluded our review of the draft language on June 15, 2021. Staff advised that the next
steps were to have the Township Solicitor review the text, to make any revisions they may
suggest, to provide the draft text (including the Solicitor’s revisions) to the County Planning
Commission for their State-mandated review, and then to return to you with a final version
suitable for action on a motion recommending adoption to the Board of Supervisors.
The Township Solicitor completed their review on August 18, 2018. They did not advise any
substantive changes but recommended minor changes to wording and punctuation in the
interest of consistency with current legal practice and format. Staff can provide copies of the
Solicitor’s red-line edits upon request. Staff revised the draft to incorporate the Solicitor’s
edits and forwarded that version to the Chester County Planning Commission (“CCPC”); we
received their comments in the attached correspondence dated September 23, 2021.
CCPC review
Considering the extent of the amendments, the review is remarkably brief – and the first
three comments just describe what we submitted. Staff offers the following responses to
their substantive comments:
•

Comments 4 and 8 note that the draft included references stating when prior amendments
had been adopted. These notations are inserted by General Code Publishers, which is the

company that assists us with codification; while the notes are useful, the CCPC is correct
in stating that they should not be part of the amendment text.
•

Comment 5 questions language in §325-125.G (Article XX of the Zoning Ordinance): this
section addresses the Zoning Ordinance amendment process, but paragraphs G and H both
refer to conditional use applications. Upon review, Staff concurs with the CCPC. It
appears that these sections were erroneously added to §325-125 as part of an amendment
approved on March 10, 2004; identical language already appears – properly – in §325-124,
which addresses conditional use applications.

•

Comment 6 recommends that we include design standards for trails and walkways. Staff
does not object to this, but we note this is already addressed in the Township’s Bicycle
and Pedestrian Plan (which is cited in §281-16.D(12) of the amendment) and is also an
issue that should be discussed with applicants in the course of the review process. We are
therefore content with not providing these standards in the S/LDO, but the Commission
may wish to discuss this further.

•

Comment 7 notes that the amended text no longer recommends the provision of soils
information on sketch plans; this comment also recommends that we consider adding
“conceptual stormwater management facilities” to the list of things to be shown. Please
recall that sketch plans are not recognized by the Municipalities Planning Code and
therefore cannot be a required submission. In our discussion, we decided to limit the
information suggested for inclusion to items that would be most useful for Commission
review. Soils information is useful for identifying prime agricultural areas in rural
communities along with areas likely to be suitable for on-site sewage disposal. Since the
Township has long ceased to be agricultural and is largely served by public or community
sewer systems, we concluded that this information was superfluous. While we agree that
stormwater management facilities should be considered as early as possible in the design
process, we hesitate to recommend including this information on a sketch plan as some
applicants may assume that some sort of study is required. Even without a specific
mention, there is nothing preventing the Commission from discussing this matter with
someone who is presenting a sketch plan – much as we do already.

Next Steps
Please find attached the revised draft language, which we have converted into Ordinance
format suitable for adoption by the Board. The revised language differs from the previous
draft as follows:
•

all edits directed by the Township Solicitor have been executed;

•

we have deleted all references to previous amendments, pursuant to comments 4 and 8 of
the CCPC review; and

•

Section 18 (p. 48) deletes the conditional use process requirements that were erroneously
included in the Zoning Ordinance amendment process, pursuant to comment 5 of the
CCPC review.

We have not made any revisions in response to comments 6 or 7 of the CCPC review, but the
Commission may wish to discuss this further.
If the Commission is satisfied with the current text, then Staff requests action on the
following motion:

2

To recommend that the Board of Supervisors initiate the process to adopt the
Ordinance attached to the Staff memorandum dated October 1, 2021 to amend the
Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance and the Zoning Ordinance.
If you elect to make any changes to the attached Ordinance, they may be noted as part of the
motion.
Attachments
1.
2.

CCPC review dated September 23, 2021.
Draft amending ordinance dated October 1, 2021.
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THE COUNTY OF CHESTER
COMMISSIONERS
Marian D. Moskowitz
Josh Maxwell
Michelle Kichline

PLANNING COMMISSION
Government Services Center, Suite 270
601 Westtown Road
P. O. Box 2747
West Chester, PA 19380-0990
(610) 344-6285
Fax (610) 344-6515

Brian N. O’Leary, AICP
Executive Director

September 23, 2021
John R. Weller, AICP, Director of Planning & Zoning
West Whiteland Township
101 Commerce Drive
Exton, PA 19341
Re:
#

Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance Amendments – Plan
Review Requirements and Plan Review Processes
West Whiteland Township – ZA-08-21-16873 and SA-08-21-16874

Dear Mr. Weller:
The Chester County Planning Commission has reviewed the proposed Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision
and Land Development Ordinance (SLDO) Amendments as submitted pursuant to the provisions of the
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code, Sections 609(e) and 505(a), respectively. The referral for
review was received by this office on August 24, 2021. We offer the following comments to assist in
your review of the proposed amendments.
DESCRIPTION:
1.

The Township proposes the following amendments to its Zoning Ordinance:
Amend Section 325-42, which shall be renamed “Traffic Impact Study”;
Renumber existing Section 325-44, Design Standards as Section 325-43;
Renumber existing Section 325-44.1, Solar Energy Systems, as Section 325-44;
Amend the historic resource impact study standards in Section 325-92, including updated
requirements for photographic documentation of all historic resource(s), along with updated
requirements for the narrative description of the historic development of the subject tract;
E. Amend Section 325-124, Conditional Uses. We note that the requirements for impact
statements such as recreational impact studies and fiscal impact analysis that are currently
provided in Section 325-42 of the Zoning Ordinance will now be provided within Section
325-124; and
F. Amend Section 325-125: Amendments.
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

The Township also proposes to adopt amended versions of the following articles/sections of its
SLDO:
A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

Article II: Procedure for Development Plans;
Article III: Plan Requirements;
Article IV: Subdivision and Land Development Design Standards; and
Section 281-55: As-built plans.

We note that the proposed ordinance language was provided to the County Planning Commission
as a series of text documents that are not in an official ordinance format.

email: ccplanning@chesco.org

• website: www.chescoplanning.org
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#
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Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance Amendments – Plan
Review Requirements and Plan Review Processes
West Whiteland Township – ZA-08-21-16873 and SA-08-21-16874

COMMENTS – Zoning Amendment:
4.

Sections 325-124.A, 325-124.B(6), 325-124.C(1)(l), 325-125.G and 325-125.H contain
references to prior amendments adopted by the Township. For clarity purposes, the Township
should update or delete these references to prior amendments as needed.

5.

The Township should verify the accuracy of the introductory language in Section 325-125.G.
While Section 325-125 addresses procedural requirements for amendments to the Township
Zoning Ordinance, including zoning map amendments, the first sentence in Section 325-125.G
contains a reference to conditional use applications.

COMMENTS –SLDO Amendment:
6.

We suggest that the Township, as part of this amendment or a future amendment, consider
including design standards for trails and walkways, as they currently do for sidewalks. For
example, the Township may want to differentiate between multi-use trails (with a minimum width
of eight feet) and restricted use trails (less than eight feet wide), along with specifying acceptable
surface types. Additional information on this topic is provided in the Shared Use Facilities Design
Element of the County Planning Commission’s Multimodal Circulation Handbook (2016
Update), which is available online at:
https://www.chescoplanning.org/MuniCorner/MultiModal/03-SharedFacs.cfm.

7.

While Section 281-15.B provides a list of information that is suggested to be included in a sketch
plan submission, we note that soil types are no longer included in this list. We recommend that
the Township consider keeping soil types on this list. Additionally, consideration should be
provided for adding conceptual stormwater management facilities to this list. Additional
information on this topic is available in the County Planning Commission’s Sketch Plans Planning
eTool, which is available online at:
https://www.chescoplanning.org/MuniCorner/eTools/49-SketchPlans.cfm.

8.

The draft ordinance language contains several references to prior amendments adopted by the
Township. For instance, the last sentence in Section 281-48.C(5)(a) indicates that this section
was previously amended by the Township on March 10, 2004. For clarity purposes, the Township
should update or delete these references to prior amendments as needed.

RECOMMENDATION: The Township should consider the comments in this letter before acting on
the proposed amendments.
We request an official copy of the decision made by the Township Supervisors, as required by Sections
609(g) and 505(b) of the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code. This will allow us to maintain a
current file copy of your ordinance.
Sincerely,

Paul Farkas
Senior Review Planner

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Chester County, Pennsylvania

ORDINANCE NO. ___
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTERS 281, “SUBDIVISION AND LAND
DEVELOPMENT,” AND 325, “ZONING,” OF THE WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
CODE OF ORDINANCES REGARDING THE SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND
REVIEW PROCESSES FOR LAND DEVELOPMENT PLANS
BE IT HEREBY ENACTED AND ORDAINED by the Board of Supervisors of West Whiteland
Township, Chester County, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as follows:
Section 1.
Article II, “Procedure for Development Plans,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision
and Land Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby
deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
Article II
PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANS
§281-6: Application
No subdivision or land development of any lot, tract, or parcel of land shall be made
and no sewer, water main, or other improvements in connection therewith shall be laid
out, constructed, opened, or dedicated for public use or travel or for the common use
of occupants of buildings abutting thereon, except in accordance with the provisions of
this chapter and the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code, as amended, 1 which is
hereafter referred to as the Act.
§281-7: General
The following plan types are hereby established and made subject to the provisions of
this Chapter:
A. Sketch plan; and
B. Preliminary/final plan.
§281-8: Submission process
A. Persons wishing to subdivide and/or develop land within the Township shall submit
plans consistent with the provisions of Article III of this Ordinance accompanied by
forms designated for such purpose (“Application Form”) by the Township.
Application Forms shall be available on the Township’s website, by request from
Township staff, and at the Township Building.
B. Applications shall be accompanied by supplementary information as may be
specified by the Application Form, by this Chapter, and by Chapter 325, “Zoning,”
of the Township Code of Ordinances.

1
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C. No application shall be deemed complete, nor shall the review period mandated by
the Act commence, until the Township and County review fees are paid in full.
D. Reverse subdivisions.
Where adjacent lots are in common ownership and the owner of said lots desires to
consolidate them into a single lot, making no changes to any of the constituent lots
other than the elimination of the property line(s) dividing them, such consolidation
shall not require land development review or approval as otherwise required by
this Chapter, and may instead be executed by recording a deed describing the lots
as a single parcel, subject to administrative review by the Township Planning and
Zoning Department (“Department”) and in compliance with the following:
(1) The applicant shall submit to the Department a completed Application Form;
payment in full of any fee as may be established by the Board of Supervisors; a
copy of the deed executing the consolidation; and a plan drawing prepared,
signed, and sealed by a registered Professional Land Surveyor or licensed
Professional Engineer showing the metes and bounds of all lot lines (including
those to be eliminated), gross lot area and net lot area of the consolidated lot,
and other information as the Department may deem necessary, but in no case
shall information be required beyond that which is suggested for inclusion on a
sketch plan by §281-15 of this Chapter.
(2) The deed shall include a statement establishing that it is a deed of
consolidation intended to merge specific lots and that any future independent
use of those lots will require subdivision approval in compliance with the
provisions of this Chapter.
(3) Upon recordation of the deed, the lots constituting the consolidated lot shall
lose their separate identity for all purposes.
§281-9: Submission and review of sketch plans
A. Sketch plan submission and review is an optional step in the land development
process whereby an applicant may have informal discussion with the Township
Planning Commission regarding a project. Submission of a sketch plan is at the
discretion of the applicant and does not constitute formal filing of a plan. As such,
a sketch plan review is not subject to the time limitations imposed by the Act 2 for
consideration of formal plan submissions as hereinafter provided.
B. Applicants desiring a sketch plan review shall complete the appropriate Application
Form provided by the Township for this purpose and shall submit the said form
along with copies of the plan drawing and supporting documentation as
recommended by the Application Form or by Township Staff. Upon determining
that the application is complete, Township Staff shall place the sketch plan review
on the agenda of a public meeting of the Township Planning Commission and shall
advise the applicant as to the date of said meeting.
C. Review by the Township Planning Commission.
(1) Written comments by Township Staff and Township consultants concerning the
sketch plan that are provided to the Commission in advance of the public
meeting shall also be provided to the applicant.
2
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(2) Since the review is an informal discussion, the Commission may address
concerns such as general design principals, neighborhood compatibility,
possible community impact across a variety of parameters, aesthetics, and
other aspects that are not necessarily matters of compliance with any
Township plan, ordinance, or regulation.
(3) Written and verbal comments made in the course of a sketch plan review are
advisory and are not binding upon the Township or any Township agency, but
the Commission shall act in good faith to provide the applicant with a clear
understanding of Township concerns and preferences.
(4) The Commission may, but need not, consider the extent to which the sketch
plan complies with existing regulations. If the sketch plan proposes
improvements or uses that are not fully compliant with applicable regulations,
the Commission may advise as to whether they would support the amendments,
waivers, and/or zoning relief needed to allow the said improvements or uses;
however, such advisement shall not be binding upon the Commission or the
Township generally, and the lack of discussion on the matter of compliance
shall not be interpreted as Commission support for any amendment, waiver,
and/or zoning relief.
(5) Due to the informal nature of the review, the Commission is not required to
pass a motion or to take any other official action regarding the sketch plan.
D. Review by the Board of Supervisors.
Review by the Board of Supervisors (“Board”) is at the sole discretion of that
Board.
§281-10: Submission and review of preliminary/final plans
A. Submission of a preliminary/final plan is the first required step in the land
development process. Applications for preliminary/final plan review shall be
submitted as set forth in §281-8 hereabove.
B. All preliminary/final land development plans shall be reviewed by the Planning
Commission. If the plan proposes subdivision of or development upon a parcel
where any property line thereof is three hundred (300) feet or less from the
exterior walls of a historic structure shown on the Township Historic Resources
Map, then the plan shall also be reviewed by the Historical Commission. The
Planning Commission and the Historical Commission are advisory to the Board. The
authority to approve a preliminary/final plan, to waive any provisions of this
Chapter, and to attach any conditions to approval of a plan rests solely with the
Board.
C. Upon determining that an application is complete, Township Staff shall:
(1) Place review of the plan on an agenda of a public meeting of the Planning
Commission and shall advise the applicant as to the date of said meeting.
(2) If Historical Commission review is required pursuant to §281-10.B hereabove,
then Township Staff shall also place the plan on an agenda of a public meeting
of the Historical Commission and shall advise the applicant as to the date of
said meeting. The Planning Commission and the Historical Commission are peer
3
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agencies, advisory to the Board; as such, neither takes precedence over the
other in the order of review.
(3) Distribute copies of the plan and any supporting information as may be
required to the Township Engineer and other consultants duly appointed by the
Board as well as to pertinent Township departments for their review.
(a) Such reviews shall advise as to the extent to which the plan complies with
Township ordinances and plans as well as accepted standards and principles
of the reviewer’s area of expertise.
(b) The Township Engineer, other consultants, and representatives of other
Township departments may communicate with the applicant when
necessary to clarify the plan and other information provided by the
applicant.
(c) Reviews shall be in writing to the Township and shall become public
documents upon Township receipt.
(4) Provide a copy of the plan and pertinent supporting information to the Chester
County Planning Commission for their review, as required by the Act.
D. The Planning Commission shall examine the plan with particular emphasis on
determining the suitability of the plan for the development of the land and its
relationship to the harmonious extension of streets and utilities, arrangement and
density of housing or other uses, and compatibility of the plan with the Township
Comprehensive Plan. In the review of land development plans, the Planning
Commission shall consider the comments of the Township Engineer, the Township’s
consultants and Staff, and the Chester County Planning Commission; the
Commission shall also be concerned with the adequacy of parking, surface and
storm drainage, access, and landscaping and other related design standards.
E. Upon completion of their review, the Planning Commission shall pass a motion at a
public meeting advising the Board of their conclusions; such motion may
recommend approval, approval with conditions, or denial of approval of the plan.
If the recommendation is for approval or approval with conditions, the motion shall
clearly state whether preliminary or final approval is recommended.
(1) Any recommended conditions of preliminary or final approval shall be included
in the motion.
(2) If the Planning Commission moves to recommend that the Board deny approval
of the plan, the motion shall include the reasons for such denial, noting
specific points of non-compliance with applicable Township Ordinances.
(3) Township Staff shall provide a written copy of the Planning Commission motion
to the Board prior to the public meeting at which the Board reviews the plan.
F. The Board may, before acting on the plan, arrange for a public hearing thereon
subject to public notice.
G. In acting on the plan the Board shall review the plan, the recommendation of the
Planning Commission, and comments from public hearings, if any. The Board may
also review the comments of the Township Engineer, the Chester County Planning
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Commission, and any or all of the other entities from which reviews were
requested.
(1) Board approval of a plan, whether preliminary or final, may be subject to
changes of or modifications to the plan as well as other conditions. The
applicant shall indicate acceptance or rejection of those conditions in writing
to the Board within ten (10) days of the date of the written notification of
approval from the Board. The Board’s approval shall be deemed rescinded
automatically upon the applicant’s failure to accept or reject such conditions
within ten (10) days.
(2) The Board’s motion to approve or to approve with conditions shall clearly
indicate whether the action is for preliminary or final approval.
(3) The Board may deny approval of a plan only when that plan fails to comply
with applicable provisions of this Ordinance or other Township Ordinances or
regulations, and the motion to deny approval shall cite such provisions.
Unless an extension is granted in writing by the applicant, the Board shall act to
approve, approve with conditions, or to deny approval of the plan within ninety
days following the date of the regularly scheduled meeting of the Township
Planning Commission next following the date that the complete application has
been filed with the Township, and shall communicate such action to the applicant.
Should said next regularly scheduled meeting occur more than thirty days following
the filing of the application, said ninety-day period shall be measured from the
thirtieth day following the day the application was filed. The Township shall
inform the applicant in writing of the Board’s action within fifteen days of the said
action.
H. Final approval may – but need not – be preceded by preliminary approval. The
Board shall grant final approval of a plan only when the plan and supporting data
comply with the requirements for final approval as set forth in Article III; however,
the Board may grant preliminary approval at the request of the applicant, even if
the requirements for final approval have been satisfied.
I.

Final approvals shall be subject to the provisions of §281-11.E and F, herebelow.

§281-11: Submission and review of plans for final approval
A. Where the Board has given preliminary approval to a plan, a plan and all supporting
data required by Article III for final approval shall be submitted to the Township
within one year of the Board’s motion granting preliminary approval, unless the
Board has agreed to an extension of time upon written request from the applicant
or their successor in interest. Otherwise, the preliminary approval shall be void
along with all waivers and conditions attached to such approval, and any plan
submitted thereafter shall be considered a new plan.
B. The plan for final approval shall conform in all important respects with the plan
granted preliminary approval by the Board, except that:
(1) It shall incorporate modifications and revisions specified by the Board in its
preliminary approval.
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(2) A stage or phase of a plan with preliminary approval or the entirety of such
plan may be submitted for final approval, consistent with Section 508(4) of the
Act, as amended. 3
(3) It shall incorporate any variances or special exceptions obtained from the
Zoning Hearing Board and conditional uses granted by the Board.
C. Applications for final approval shall be submitted as set forth in §281-8 hereabove.
D. The review and approval process for plans submitted for final approval shall be the
same as for preliminary/final plans, as described above in §281-10, sub-sections B
through G.
E. Final approval shall be subject to the provisions of Article V, Construction and
Acceptance of Public, Private and Quasi-Public Improvements, including but not
limited to the requirement to execute an escrow agreement (or provide other
financial security acceptable to the Township) and a developer agreement; where
the applicant will be providing permanent stormwater management facilities, the
Township may further require execution of a stormwater management facilities
maintenance agreement, and where landscaping is to be provided in order to fulfill
the requirements of this Chapter the Township may require execution of a
landscaping restrictive covenant. Furthermore, the applicant shall agree, if
requested, to tender a deed of dedication to the Township for such streets and
other facilities, including easements, provided as public improvements and
required for the public welfare, after all such facilities are completed and such
completion is certified as satisfactory by the Township Engineer. The Board may
require that the applicant supply a title insurance certificate from a reputable
company before any property is accepted by the Township.
F. After final approval, the plan shall be recorded in the office of the Recorder of
Deeds of Chester County in accordance with the requirements of that office. At
least one (1) copy of the recorded plan shall be returned to the Township not more
than fifteen days after recording.
§281-12: Water and sewer system construction
No water system or sewer system including extensions to existing or proposed Township
systems or new systems employing sewage treatment plants shall be constructed prior
to the issuance of appropriate permits from the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection or from federal or local agencies as required. Approval shall
also be required from the applicable operating authority.
§281-13: Building permits
No application for a building permit under Chapter 325, Zoning, shall be submitted and
no building permit under Chapter 325, Zoning, shall be issued for any building in any
land development, and no building shall be erected in any land development and no
work shall be done on any building in any land development until the plans for the land
development have been finally approved in accordance with the provisions of this
chapter and a zoning permit has been issued by the Zoning Officer.
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§281-14: Time limitation of plans
If no improvements are constructed in accordance with a finally approved plan within
five (5) years of the date of such approval by the Board, said approval shall be null and
void unless an extension is granted by the Board. Where the final approval was
preceded by a preliminary approval, the said five-year period shall be measured from
the date of preliminary approval or of preliminary plan approval.
Section 2.
Article III, “Plan Requirements,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and Land
Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
Article III
PLAN REQUIREMENTS
§281-15: Sketch Plan
A. A sketch plan may be submitted as a basis for discussion with the Planning
Commission as to the intended use and design of a proposed land development.
B. Information provided on a sketch plan is at the discretion of the applicant;
however, to obtain maximum benefit, it is suggested that a sketch plan include the
following information:
(1) Name of the subdivision or land development;
(2) Date of the plan;
(3) Tract boundaries;
(4) Sketch or map showing the location of the tract in relation to adjacent
properties and existing streets;
(5) Approximate plan scale;
(6) North point;
(7) Streets, easements, rights-of-way, and public lands on and adjacent to the
tract, properly named and identified;
(8) Portions of the tract underlain by carbonate geology, as delineated on the
Carbonate Area District Map within Chapter 325, Zoning; 4
(9) Contour lines;
(10) Approximate areas of prohibitive and precautionary slopes, as defined in
Chapter 325, Zoning;
(11) Approximate location of one-hundred-year floodplains and wetlands;
(12) Historic resources identified on the Township’s Historic Resources Map;
4
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(13) Buildings, tree masses, quarries, and other physical and topographical
features on the tract;
(14) Proposed general street layout;
(15) Proposed general lot layout;
(16) In the case of land development plans, proposed general layout including
building locations, parking lots (with number of spaces provided), loading
areas, access drives, and open spaces;
(17) Tract area;
(18) Number and type of dwelling units; and
(19) Size and intended use of open spaces.
C. Where the sketch plans propose land development of only a portion of the
applicant’s or record holder’s entire property, the Planning Commission may
request a drawing showing the remainder of that property, including proposed
streets and lots for such remainder.
§281-16: Preliminary/final plan
The Township generally prefers that applicants for land development seek final
approval with the first official submission of a project. However, the Township
recognizes that some applicants may prefer to secure preliminary approval first,
particularly for large or multi-phase projects. As required by §503(1) of the Act, the
Township provides for preliminary approvals as described above in Article II; however,
the information required for preliminary approval is substantially the same as that
required for final approval. Applications for preliminary or final approval of a land
development shall include the following as a minimum.
A. Plan drawings.
(1) Plans shall be clearly and legibly drawn to a scale of one (1) inch equals not
more than one hundred (100) feet. The judicious use of color is encouraged in
the interest of clarifying the information presented.
(2) Hard copies of plan drawings shall be on sheets measuring twenty-two (22)
inches by thirty-four (34) inches, twenty-four (24) inches by thirty-six (36)
inches, or thirty-six (36) inches by forty-two (42) inches. Where necessary due
to the size of the project:
(a) plans shall be on multiple sheets, accompanied by a key diagram showing
relative location of the sheets;
(b) all sheets shall be the same size; and
(c) the cover sheet shall include a table of contents or sheet index indicating
the topic of each sheet.
(3) Plans shall also be provided to the Township in an electronic format;
acceptable format(s) shall be determined by Township Staff.
8
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(4) Plans and surveys shall be prepared in accordance with the Professional
Engineers Registration Law. 5
B. Plan drawings shall include the following plan-related information, as a minimum.
(1) Name of the project.
(2) Name, legal address, and contact information for the applicant.
(3) If the applicant is not the owner of the entire subject tract, the name, legal
address, and contact information for the landowner or other landowner(s)
shall also be shown. The limits of each landowner’s interest shall be clearly
shown.
(4) Name, address, seal, and signature of the engineer, architect, landscape
architect, or surveyor who prepared the plan.
(5) Date of the plan and date of all plan revisions.
(6) North point.
(7) Scale in graphic form.
(8) A location map using aerial photography or satellite imagery (such as
GoogleMaps) highlighting the subject tract and showing the area within five
hundred feet of the tract boundary. The size and scale of the location map is
at the discretion of the applicant but shall be sufficient to show the subject
tract and surrounding properties clearly and legibly; adjacent roads and
prominent nearby features shall be clearly labelled to facilitate identification
of the tract.
(9) Certification by the engineer or land surveyor who prepared the plan stating
that the plans are in conformity with applicable Township ordinances and
regulations. For any aspects of non-conformity, the plan shall include a list of
waivers, variances, or any other form of relief needed to allow the plan as
submitted. The applicant will note that such listing does not guarantee that
the relief will be granted, and it is still incumbent upon the applicant to
formally request such relief according to the provisions of the pertinent
Chapter of the Township Code of Ordinances.
(10) The following is required if the applicant is seeking final approval.
(a) An affidavit of ownership by the landowner(s) of the subject tract.
(b) Where the project has been reviewed and approved as a conditional use,
all conditions of such approval shall be listed. Similarly, where the Zoning
Hearing Board has granted Zoning relief for one or more aspects of the
project, the date of their action shall be noted along with all conditions as
may have been required by the said board.
(c) Space for the signatures of all three (3) members of the Board of
Supervisors (“Board”).
5
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(d) Space for the signature of the Chair of the Planning Commission or their
representative.
(e) Space for endorsement of the Chester County Planning Commission.
(f) Space for acknowledgment by the Chester County Recorder of Deeds.
C. Existing conditions of the subject tract.
(1) Tract boundaries showing bearings and distances and source of data.
(2) Net and gross lot area as those terms are defined in Article II of the entire
subject property in square feet.
(3) The tax parcel number of the tract. Where the subject tract consists of
multiple lots, the property lines of each such lot shall be shown, along with
bearings and distances, and the tax parcel numbers for all lots comprising the
tract.
(4) The zoning applicable to the tract to be developed along with all zoning
district boundaries that traverse the tract. Required and proposed area and
bulk regulations shall be provided in tabular form.
(5) Building setback lines.
(6) Actual contours established by field survey with a contour interval of not more
than two feet and the datum to which elevations refer. Datum shall refer to
known, established elevations (e.g., mean sea level).
(7) All existing buildings, towers, sewers, water mains, culverts, underground gas
and petroleum product pipelines, fire hydrants, railroad tracks, wells,
underground tanks, on-site sewage disposal systems, and other significant
man-made features on the tract.
(8) The location and dimensions of existing easements, rights-of-way, public lands
including trails in public use, monuments, and other similar features. If the
plan proposes a street, driveway, or other improvement within a portion of a
utility right-of-way or proposes the relocation of an existing utility line, the
applicant shall provide to the Township a letter from the appropriate utility
company giving permission to locate within the right-of-way or relocate the
existing line.
(9) All existing streets within and immediately adjacent to the subject tract,
including name, route number, right-of-way width, and cartway width.
(10) The names of the owners of all abutting lands.
(11) Existing natural features of the tract including, but not limited to:
(a) Woodland areas, including individual mature trees with a DBH of six (6)
inches or more outside of woodland areas; the species and size of such
trees shall also be shown;
(b) Watercourses;
10
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(c) Areas of carbonate geology. Where development activity is proposed
within the Carbonate Area District as defined by Article XV of Chapter 325,
Zoning, the plan shall include the information by that Article;
(d) Wetlands;
(e) Areas of prohibitive and precautionary slopes; and
(f) Special Flood Hazard Areas, including floodways and areas of 1% annual
chance of flood (aka, the 100-year floodplain) as established by the limits
of Zone A and Zone AE of the current Flood Insurance Rate Map provided by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
(12) Historical and archaeological features.
(a) All historic resources shown on the Township’s Historic Resources Map and
other significant historical or archaeological features which are located
upon or within one hundred (100) feet of the tract shall be shown.
(b) To determine if significant historical or archaeologic features are located
within the tract or within one hundred (100) feet of the tract, the
Township shall compare the tract location to the archaeological features
sensitivity maps prepared by the Bureau for Historic Preservation and to
the Historic Resources Map in Chapter 325, Zoning. If the tract is in an area
of high or medium probability for the presence of archaeological features
or sites or if a historic resource is present, the applicant must contact the
Bureau for Historic Preservation and must comply with the Bureau’s
recommendations regarding said resource(s). Written documentation of
the Bureau’s recommendations shall be provided to the Township and to
the Historical Commission.
(13) The following is required if the applicant is seeking final approval.
(a) Source of title.
D. Proposed conditions. All proposed conditions shall conform to the applicable
standards and requirements of this Chapter; of Chapter 325, Zoning; and all other
Township, State, and Federal regulations.
(1) Proposed lots and streets.
(a) Proposed lot and street lines, including sufficient data to determine readily
the location, bearing, and length of every such line and to produce them
upon the ground; such data shall, as a minimum, include the bearing and
length of all straight lines and the radius, arc length, and central angle for
curved lines.
(b) The net and gross lot area of each proposed lot in square feet.
(c) The location of permanent boundary reference monuments and markers.
(d) Building setback lines.
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(e) Each proposed lot shall be numbered or otherwise provided with a unique
identifier for ease of reference during discussion and in review letters and
memoranda.
(2) Proposed buildings.
(a) Existing buildings to be wholly or partially removed shall be clearly
identified as such.
(b) The footprint of all proposed buildings shall be shown along with the size of
the footprint in square feet.
(c) Elevation of the first (i.e., ground) floor and of the basement floor where a
basement is proposed.
(d) For multi-family residential buildings, non-residential buildings, and
buildings with a mix of residential and non-residential uses, the number of
stories shall be shown.
(e) For non-residential buildings, the total floor area shall be shown. For
buildings that will accommodate both residential and non-residential uses,
the total number of dwelling units and the total floor area of the nonresidential portion shall be shown.
(f) Where a plan proposes multiple lots to be developed with single-family
detached dwellings, the proposed dwellings may be indicated by rectangles
that approximate the area of the anticipated building footprints; the exact
configuration of the footprint need not be shown.
(g) Where more than one (1) building is proposed on a single proposed lot,
each proposed building shall be numbered or otherwise provided with a
unique identifier for ease of reference during discussion and in review
letters and memoranda.
(3) Location, size, and grades of parking lots and spaces, loading areas, and access
drives, including provisions for access and traffic control. The plan shall also
include a statement of the parking requirements for the project, calculations
showing how the requirement was determined, and a statement of how many
parking spaces are being provided.
(4) Stormwater management facilities consistent with the provisions of Chapter
270, Stormwater Management. The plan shall show of be accompanied by
information showing the following: 6
(a) All existing facilities and natural systems for stormwater runoff, including
the existing capacities of existing downstream facilities and the effect of
post-development stormwater flows to downstream properties.
(b) All proposed earthmoving and grading, including proposed contours for the
entire subdivision or land development, and approximate home and
driveway locations for residential subdivisions.
(c) All proposed facilities and natural systems for stormwater runoff, including:
6
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[1] The location of drainage swales, detention or retention basins, nonimpervious surfaces, etc.;
[2] The size, elevations, and location of manholes, pipes, inlets, and
endwalls;
[3] Preliminary designs of bridges and culverts;
[4] The associated drainage areas used in the design of all drainage
features described above in [1], [2], and [3]; and
[5] Profiles of all storm sewer lines, including existing and proposed grades
along the storm sewer.
(d) All proposed site stabilization, restoration, and erosion and sedimentation
control measures.
(e) Operation and maintenance requirements and provisions for ownership and
maintenance responsibilities.
(5) Provisions for sewage disposal.
(a) Where off-site sewage disposal will be provided, the plan shall, as a
minimum, show the location and grade of sewer lines, pumping stations,
force mains, and, where applicable, sewage treatment plants, showing the
type and degree of treatment intended and the size, capacity and the
location of treatment facilities.
(b) Where sewage disposal is to be provided by an on-lot facility, the applicant
shall submit a statement describing the suitability of the soil to absorb
sewage wastes. Should the Township have reasonable doubt that the soils
are not able to absorb the anticipated volume of waste, the Board may
require that a feasibility report be prepared by a registered professional
engineer certifying that the proposed quantities of waste generated within
the subdivision or land development can be adequately and properly
disposed of with an on-site sewage disposal facility.
(6) Provisions for water supply.
(a) Where off-site water service is anticipated, the plan shall, as a minimum,
show the size and location of water mains, fire hydrants, storage tanks,
and, where appropriate, wells or other water sources. The number and
location of proposed fire hydrants shall be subject to review by the West
Whiteland Township Fire Marshal.
(b) Where water is to be provided by an on-site well(s), the Board may require
the applicant to provide a hydrogeologic study prepared by a qualified
hydrogeologist and consisting, as a minimum, of a map showing the
location of the proposed well(s); a description of the geologic conditions on
and around the site, including factors which would affect the groundwater
recharge rate and the degree of groundwater renovation; an analysis of site
geology, including stratigraphy, structure, and soils; an analysis of
hydrogeology, including aquifer characteristics, groundwater movement,
local water use, aquifer yield, and water quality; and an analysis of
13
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groundwater impacts, availability of groundwater, well interference, water
quality, and yield availability. Should it be determined that the proposed
use(s) would result in a degradation of groundwater quality, or eliminate
the potential groundwater use at nearby properties, measures to prevent
such adverse impacts shall be indicated.
(c) Where on-site water service is anticipated other than by private wells
owned and maintained by individual lot owners, the applicant shall provide
evidence satisfactory to the Board that the water supplier is or will be a
certified public utility, a bona fide cooperative association of lot owners,
or a municipal corporation, authority, or utility.
(7) All proposed easements, rights-of-way, and any covenants applicable and/or
references thereto, including utility and maintenance easements as well as
easements to extend utilities to adjoining properties and such easements or
covenants requiring maintenance and repair of sidewalks by the property
owners abutting thereon. All such easements, rights-of-way and covenants
shall be in form capable of recordation and in form and substance satisfactory
to the Township Solicitor.
(8) Proposed landscaping, including all information required to determine
compliance with the provisions of Article IV of this Chapter.
(9) Proposed lighting, including an illuminance grid and other information
required by §281-48.D herebelow, the location and type of each fixture, the
brightness and color temperature of each fixture, the type and height of poles
or other supporting structure, and the plan notes required by §281-48.E
herebelow; any other information necessary to determine compliance with the
provisions of §281-48 of this Chapter shall also be provided.
(10) Proposed streets and street extensions, including spurs to provide access to
adjoining areas, shall be shown on the plan and shall include the following
information as a minimum.
(a) Location and configuration, including locations of permanent street and
boundary reference monuments and markers.
(b) Right-of-way and cartway width, including sufficient data to determine
readily the location, bearing, and length of every right-of-way and cartway
edge line and to produce them upon the ground; such data shall, as a
minimum, include the bearing and length of all straight lines and the
radius, arc length, and central angle for curved lines.
(c) Centerline radii of horizontal curves.
(d) Clear-sight triangles at each street and driveway intersection.
(e) Sight distances at intersections with public streets.
(f) Profile plans, including existing and proposed center line grades, and
lengths of vertical curves.
[1] Profile plans shall show all existing and proposed storm drainage
infrastructure, sanitary sewer lines, water lines, manholes, and inlets.
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[2] For roadways which have an elevation difference of five (5) feet or
more across the right-of-way, profiles of both edges of the right-of-way
shall be shown.
[3] The horizontal scale on the profile plan shall be one (1) inch equals not
more than one hundred (100) feet and the vertical scale shall be one
(1) inch equals not more than ten (10) feet; regardless of the scale, the
ratio shall be 1:10 vertical to horizontal.
(g) Cross sections. A typical cross section of proposed streets and parking lots
construction shall be shown and shall include the following as a minimum:
[1] Right-of-way width and the location and width of cartway within the
proposed right-of-way;
[2] Type and thickness of materials and crown proposed;
[3] Type and size of curbing to be installed;
[4] The location, width, type, and thickness of sidewalk to be installed;
[5] The location and width of planting strips to be provided; and
[6] Typical location, size, and depth of all underground utilities to be
installed in the right-of-way where such information is available.
(h) Traffic control signage.
(i) Guide rail locations.
(j) A plan for location and type of streetlights to be installed, if any.
(k) Name(s). While final road names will be subject to approval by the
Township as advised by the U.S. Postal Service and need not be shown on
the plan, proposed roads shall at a minimum be provided with provisional
names (e.g., “Road A,” “Road B,” etc.) for ease of reference during
discussion and in review letters and memoranda.
(11) Sidewalks.
(12) Open space and recreational areas, including provisions for ownership and
maintenance responsibilities.
(a) Areas of permanent open space. The plan shall include the total area of
proposed permanent open space in square feet and a statement of the
extent to which such open space satisfies the requirements of §281-47 of
this Chapter.
(b) Trails, which shall be consistent and compatible with the Township’s
Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation Plan.
(c) Recreational facilities and improvements.
(13) Where a project is to be developed in phases, the applicant may apply for
preliminary approval for the entire project, followed by final approval of the
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phases individually. In such cases, the submission for preliminary approval
shall include a drawing delineating the proposed stages and indicating the
order of submittal and schedule of submittal of the stages. Staging of sanitary
sewer, water, storm drainage, and erosion and sediment control facilities shall
also be indicated.
(14) The following is required if the applicant is seeking final approval.
(a) Design calculations shall be provided all proposed retaining walls, and the
plan shall show the wall heights, construction materials, and specifications.
Safety features such as railings, fences, and guide rails shall also be shown
and may be required by the Township.
E. When the project required conditional use review pursuant to the provisions of
§325-124 of Chapter 325, Zoning, and where one or more impact studies were
required as part of the conditional use submission pursuant to that same section,
the applicant shall provide a statement describing any differences between the
approved conditional use plan and the preliminary/final land development plan and
whether those differences are sufficient to alter any of the conclusions of the said
impact studies. Where such differences are found to exist, the Township shall have
the right to require revised impact studies; furthermore, the Township shall have
the right to require new impact studies for a project if the preliminary/final land
development plan is submitted to the Township more than eighteen (18) months
after the Board’s approval of the conditional use application of the said project.
F. Where the project borders or lies partially or completely within a Special Flood
Hazard Area (Zone A and Zone AE of the Flood Insurance Rate Map in effect at the
time of submission), the plan include detailed information regarding the elevation
of proposed roads, buildings and building sites, and utilities.
G. Where subdivision of land is proposed as a part of land development because of the
creation of mortgages encumbering less than the entire tract, a plan shall be
submitted showing the proposed division of property including easements and/or
rights-of-way for access to all parcels not fronting on public roads. Such easements
and rights-of-way shall be not less than twenty-five feet wide.
H. When the applicant is required to submit a Planning Module Component 2 or 3 to
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (“DEP”), they must
submit an information form to the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
(“PHMC”). A copy of the information form and the response of the PHMC shall be
submitted to the Township. A copy of any site survey investigation prepared shall
also be submitted along with the PHMC review of the survey report. Any plan the
applicant prepares to avoid the impact on the area or, if the site cannot be
avoided, mitigated impacts to the resource through data collection or information
recovery at the site shall be submitted. The PHMC's comments and decision
regarding the mitigation or avoidance plan shall also be submitted. All such
material shall also be submitted to the Township Historical Commission for review.
I.

Other municipalities.
(1) If the subject tract lies partly in another municipality, the applicant shall
provide information concerning the location and provision of public utilities on
lands subject to their control within that municipality/ies.
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(2) The design of public improvements shall provide for a smooth, practical
transition where specifications vary between municipalities. Evidence of
approval of this information by appropriate officials of the adjoining
municipality/ies shall be provided by the applicant to the Township.
J. If there is evidence of dumping of waste on the site, a pre-acquisition site
assessment and detailed environmental screening and site investigation shall be
submitted by the applicant.
K. The following is required if the applicant is seeking final approval.
(a) A statement describing and construction details of proposed public, quasipublic, and private improvements, including streets, curbs, storm drainage
facilities, parking areas, sidewalks, sanitary sewers, water supply, etc.,
including, without limitation, such easements or covenants requiring repair and
maintenance of sidewalks by the property owner abutting thereon. Copies of
any agreement(s) incident to the construction, operation, maintenance, and/or
dedication of facilities for public use shall also be provided.
(b) Copies of approvals, plans and permits required by other governmental
regulatory agencies concerning matters under their jurisdiction, including but
not limited to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, DEP, and the Chester County
Conservation District.
§281-17: Plans for final approval.
A. Where the Board grants preliminary approval of a plan, the plan submitted for final
approval shall be consistent with the preliminarily approved plan and shall
incorporate such revisions as may have been required by conditions of approval
included in the Board’s motion granting preliminary approval.
B. Plans submitted for review for final approval shall be drawn to the same standards
and shall provide the same information specified in §281-16 hereabove for
preliminary/final plans, including all items not required for preliminary approval.
§281-18: Modification of requirements
The above requirements for preliminary and final plans and for supporting data may be
modified by the Board as warranted by special circumstances.
§281-19: Additional studies
The Board may require studies or other special analyses (including but not limited to
traffic, hydrogeology, and stormwater) for projects as they may deem necessary. Such
studies shall be reviewed by Township consultants, and the cost of such studies,
including consultant review, shall be borne by the applicant.
§281-20: PennDOT approved plan
When PennDOT highway occupancy permits for driveways or streets are issued, those
approved plans shall become part of West Whiteland Township’s approved plans.
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Section 3.
Section 281-21, “Application,” Section 281-22, “Land requirements,” Section
281-23, “Street systems,” Section 281-24, “Cul-de-sac streets,” and Section 281-25, “Street
width,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and Land Development,” of the West Whiteland
Township Code of Ordinances are hereby deleted in their entirety and replaced with the
following:
§281-21: Application
A. The following principles, standards, and requirements shall be applied by the
Township in evaluating land development plans. The standards set forth in Chapter
325, Zoning, shall govern the layout and design of buildings, parking lots, and other
facilities.
B. The standards and requirements outlined herein shall be considered minimum
standards and requirements for the promotion of public health, safety, morals, and
general welfare.
C. Where literal compliance with the standard herein specified is clearly impractical,
the Board may modify or adjust the standards to permit reasonable utilization of
property while securing substantial conformance with the objectives of this
chapter. Special consideration shall be given to measures which will respect the
integrity and preservation of historical resources.
D. Any and all utilities and public amenities located within the flood hazard zone shall
be constructed to minimize and resist flood damage.
§281-22: Land requirements
A. Subdivision and land development(s) shall be suited to the land so affected.
B. Low-lying lands.
(1) Low-lying lands which are swampy or are subject to periodic flooding shall not
be planned for development or designated for such other uses as may involve
danger to health, safety, morals or the general welfare of the citizens unless
adequate permanent drainage is provided, unless provision is made and
indicated on the plan for adequate and healthful disposal of sanitary sewage
and drainage of surface and subsurface water and any required permits are
obtained.
(2) Such lands unsuitable and not planned or used for building purposes and human
habitation shall, in every case, be provided with adequate permanent drainage
consistent with applicable regulations so that they shall not become a breeding
place for insects nor otherwise be a danger to the health, safety, morals, or
general welfare of the citizens.
C. Where the tract proposed for land development is underlain, in whole or in part, by
carbonate geology as delineated on the Carbonate Area District Map within Chapter
325, Zoning, the applicant shall comply with Article XV of Chapter 325, Zoning.
D. The plans of proposed land developments shall be coordinated with existing and
proposed adjacent development to provide for the harmonious development of the
area as a whole.
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§281-23: Street systems
A. Proposed streets shall be properly related to such street plans or parts thereof as
have been officially prepared and adopted by the Township, including recorded
subdivision plans and the Official Map of the Township.
B. Proposed streets shall further conform to such Township, county and state road and
highway plans as have been prepared, adopted and/or filed as prescribed by law.
C. Local streets shall be laid out as to discourage through traffic, but provision for
street connections into and from adjacent areas will generally be required.
D. If lots resulting from a subdivision are large enough to permit re-subdivision, or if a
portion of the tract is not subdivided, adequate street rights-of-way to permit
further subdivision shall be provided.
E. Where a land development abuts or contains an existing or proposed arterial or
collector street, the Township may require dedication of additional right-of-way to
provide the minimum right-of-way specified hereinafter as well as marginal access
streets, rear service alleys, reverse frontage lots or such other facilities as will
provide protection for abutting properties, reduction in the number of intersections
with the arterial or collector street and separation of local and through traffic.
F. New half or partial streets shall not be permitted. Wherever land development is
proposed for a tract that borders an existing half or partial street, the other part of
the street shall be provided.
G. Continuations of existing streets shall be known by the same name, but names for
other streets shall not duplicate or closely resemble names for any existing streets
in either the Township or in the same ZIP code. The Township shall have the right
to reject street names for this or other reasons and shall also have the right to
suggest acceptable alternate names. All street names shall be subject to approval
by the Township, the Chester County Department of Emergency Services, and the
U.S. Postal Service.
H. Where streets and other public improvements continue into adjoining
municipalities, evidence of compatibility of design, particularly with regard to
street widths, shall be submitted. The applicant shall coordinate such design with
both municipalities to avoid abrupt changes in cartway width or in improvements
provided.
I.

Reservations for future streets.
(1) When reservations for future streets will adjoin lots to be developed prior to
the construction of the streets, the subdivider shall determine the proposed
grades of the future streets and the extent of the area necessary for the
construction of those streets. If the area necessary for the construction of the
streets extends beyond the proposed street right-of-way lines, all excavation
and grading necessary for the roads beyond the right-of-way lines shall be done
as required improvements in conjunction with the subdivision which contains
the adjoining lots or else construction easements shall be provided on the
adjoining lots, sufficient to permit construction of the future street.
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(2) Where reservations for future streets intersect existing streets, radii shall be
provided for the reservations such that the requirements of this chapter could
be met for a street to be constructed in the future.
J. Improvements to streets.
(1) Where a subdivision or land development fronts on and will provide for
vehicular access to and from an existing road which does not meet the
minimum width requirement of this chapter, the Board may require the
subdivider to improve the road at his/her expense to meet those requirements.
Pavement shall be constructed in accordance with the requirements of this
chapter. In addition, provision shall be made for adequate stormwater drainage
along the sides of the roads. Such drainage provisions shall be approved by the
Board.
(2) The Board may impose upon the subdivider additional improvements deemed
necessary to accommodate impacts of the development.
K. Design elements and standards.
(1) All design elements of all streets, including horizontal and vertical alignment,
sight distance, and superelevation, are subject to review and approval by the
Board. The design of all streets shall meet the standards of this chapter as well
as the standards outlined in PennDOT Publication 13M, Design Manual, pt. 2,
Highway Design.
(2) The design standards for streets in this chapter may be modified by the Board
in individual cases to provide for compatible design speeds and speed limits.
§281-24: Cul-de-sac streets
A. Dead-end streets shall be prohibited, except when designed as a cul-de-sac in
compliance with the provisions of this section.
B. Culs-de-sacs shall not exceed one thousand (1,000) feet in length except as
provided for in Subsection C below and shall be provided at the closed end with a
paved turnaround having a minimum radius to the outer pavement edge of forty
(40) feet. Right-of-way shall have a minimum radius of fifty-two (52) feet within
the turnaround areas.
C. Culs-de-sacs up to two thousand (2,000) feet long may be permitted where the site
conditions are such that good design cannot be obtained within the limit of one
thousand (1,000) feet. The Township may approve any cul-de-sac up to two
thousand (2,000) feet long and shall consider the topography, amount of paving,
and tree cover in rendering their decision.
§281-25: Street width
A. The rights-of-way for all streets in the Township shall be as follows:
(1) Local streets: fifty (50) feet;
(2) Collector streets: sixty (60) feet; and
(3) Arterial streets: eighty (80) feet.
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B. Cartways for all streets shall be as shown in Appendix A. 7
C. The cartway width for a private street shall be not less than that required for a
local street.
D. Additional right-of-way and cartway widths may be required by the Township for
the following purposes.
(1) To promote public safety and convenience.
(2) To provide for pedestrian walkways and bike paths.

Section 4.
Section 281-28, “Street intersections,” Section 281-29, “Street traffic control
devices,” Section 281-30, “Street construction,” Section 281-31, “Sidewalks,” and Section 28132, “Curbs,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and Land Development,” of the West Whiteland
Township Code of Ordinances are hereby deleted in their entirety and replaced with the
following:
§281-28: Street intersections
A. Right-angle intersections shall be used whenever practicable, especially when local
residential streets empty into arterial streets. There shall be no intersection angle
measured at the center line of less than seventy-five (75) degrees.
B. No more than two (2) streets shall intersect at the same point.
C. Streets entering the opposite sides of another street shall either be directly across
from each other or offset by at least two hundred (200) feet from center line to
center line.
D. A minimum curve radius of twenty-five (25) feet shall be provided at all local
street intersections, thirty (30) feet at collector street intersections, and forty (40)
feet at arterial street intersections. The Board may increase the required radii
when it considers such design advisable at intersections involving arterial streets.
Right-of-way lines shall be concentric with curblines.
E. Obstructions to vision.
(1) No wall, fence or other obstruction shall be erected, allowed or maintained,
and no hedge, tree, shrub or other growth shall be planted or exist which
dangerously obscures the view of approaching traffic along streets or at
intersections.
(2) Driveway and street entrances onto public streets shall be maintained in
compliance with PennDOT Form M-950S.
F. Sight distance at street intersections shall be provided for vehicles traveling on an
approaching street which has no stop or signal control and for vehicles traveling on
an approaching street which has a stop control in accordance with the standards in
“A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets,” AASHTO, 1984 edition.
7

Editor’s Note: Appendix A is included at the end of this chapter.
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§281-29: Street traffic-control devices
A. All street name signs, traffic-control signs, and other traffic-control devices as
deemed necessary by the Township shall be provided and erected by the applicant.
B. All traffic-control signs, including street name signs, shall be PennDOT approved,
conform to applicable regulations, and placed using heavy-duty break-away
channel posts (or equal as approved by the Township).
C. All other traffic-control devices shall be Township approved and conform to
PennDOT as well as all other applicable regulations, including any federal or county
regulations promulgated for specific projects. Traffic signal bodies shall be
constructed of aluminum or plastic. To assure commonality of parts, the Township
shall approve all signal hardware and software.
D. All traffic signals shall have preemptive equipment provided and erected by the
applicant. All traffic signals, connections, controllers and other associated
equipment shall also conform to the closed loop traffic signal system of the
Township.
§281-30: Street construction
All materials used in the construction of streets and the methods of construction and
drainage shall be in accordance with the applicable requirements of the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation Publication 408, latest edition thereof, except as
indicated herein. Cross sections shall be as detailed in Appendix D. 8
A. Subgrade.
(1) The area within the limits of the proposed road surface shall be shaped to
conform to the line, grade and cross section of the proposed road.
(2) Remove or stabilize all unsuitable subgrade materials to the satisfaction of the
Township.
(3) Wet or swampy areas shall be permanently drained and stabilized to the
satisfaction of the Township.
(4) Fills shall be made with suitable materials and thoroughly compacted for full
width in uniform layers of not more than eight inches thick to the satisfaction
of the Township.
(5) The subgrade shall be thoroughly compacted to at least 95% maximum dry
density to the satisfaction of the Township.
(6) Backfill of trenches within the cartway and curb area shall be thoroughly
compacted prior to construction of subbase to the satisfaction of the Township.
B. Street construction.
(1) Base courses shall be constructed on a properly prepared five-inch layer of
subbase constructed of 2A Modified aggregate. Additional subbase may be
8
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required at the discretion of the Township as unsuitable subgrade conditions
warrant. Approval of the subbase shall be secured from the Township prior to
the construction of the base course.
(2) Base course shall be constructed as specified by PennDOT Publication 408,
latest revision, for flexible pavements.
(3) Approval of the subsurface drainage and subgrade shall be secured from the
Township prior to the construction of the subbase.
(4) Approval of the base course shall be secured from the Township before the
construction of the binder course or wearing surface course. The binder course
shall be placed within thirty (30) days of the placement of the bituminous
concrete base course.
(5) Approval of the binder course shall be secured from the Township before the
construction of the wearing surface course. At least two-thirds (2/3) of the lots
must be under roof before the surface course can be placed.
(6) Local residential streets (including private streets) shall have the following
construction:
(a) One and one-half (1½) inches of wearing course;
(b) One and one-half (1½) inches of binder course;
(c) Four (4) inches Bituminous Concrete Base Course; and
(d) Five (5) inches Subbase (2-A Modified).
(7) All other streets shall have the following construction:
(a) One and one-half (1½) inches of wearing course;
(b) One and one-half (1½) inches of binder course;
(c) Five (5) inches of Bituminous Concrete Base Course; and
(d) Five (5) inches Subbase (2-A Modified).
C. Crown. The completed cartway surface shall have a uniform slope of one-quarter
(¼) inch per foot from the center line to the edge of the paving.
D. Superelevation. Superelevation shall be provided on collector streets and arterial
streets where warranted by PennDOT or AASHTO standards. Where superelevation
is used, curves shall be designed for a maximum superelevation rate of threequarters (¾) inch per foot.
E. Backfilling.
(1) Where openings are required in existing Township roads, all construction shall
be in accordance with Chapter 276, Streets and Sidewalks, Article I,
Excavations, of West Whiteland Township. Openings made in state roads shall
be restored in accordance with PennDOT specifications. Permits shall be
required before paving is opened in any existing state or Township road.
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Approval from the Township shall be required before paving is opened in any
road intended to be dedicated to the Township.
(2) Excavations within the existing or proposed right-of-way of any approved
subdivision roadway shall be backfilled in accordance with the following
standards unless directed otherwise by other Township guidelines. These
guidelines shall also apply to all paved areas not intended to be dedicated to
the Township.
(a) Backfilling shall be done as promptly as possible.
(b) The trench shall be filled with hand-placed AASHTO No. 8 or 57 (PennDOT
1B or 2B) coarse aggregate to a height of at least one (1) foot above the
top of the conduit, pipe or pipe bell.
(c) When the pipe is located in a street or any place where paving (including
driveways) may be placed, the remainder of the trench shall be backfilled
with select granular material (2RC) which has been approved by the
Township and promptly compacted. The backfill material shall be
mechanically tamped in approximately six-inch (6”) lifts.
(d) Backfilling or tamping with trenching machines shall not be acceptable for
tamping requirements.
(e) Where openings are made behind the curbline, work shall be performed as
required in these specifications and the opening covered with good topsoil
to a depth of six (6) inches and seeded or sodded to the satisfaction of the
Township.
(f) Whenever the trenches have not been properly filled or if settlement
occurs, they shall be refilled, compacted, smoothed off and finally made to
conform to the surface of the ground to the satisfaction of the Township.
(g) Frozen material shall not be used for backfill, nor shall any backfilling be
done when materials already in the trench are frozen.
F. Weather limitations.
(1) Bituminous concrete base.
(a) The placing of bituminous concrete base course or binder course shall
terminate after October 15 of each year and shall not be resumed until
April 1 of the following year or until the ground temperature and air
temperature do not fall below and are continuously above 35° F. for five
(5) consecutive days prior to the day of placement of said materials.
(b) When the air temperature falls below 50° F. extra precautions shall be
taken in drying the aggregate, controlling the temperature of the delivered
material and compacting the mixture. Bituminous concrete base course or
binder course shall not be placed on wet surfaces, nor when the air
temperature is 35° F. or lower.
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(2) Bituminous concrete wearing course.
(a) The placing of bituminous concrete wearing course or surface course shall
terminate after October 15 of each year and shall not be resumed until
April 1 of the following year or until the ground temperature and air
temperature do not fall below and are continuously above 40° F. for five
(5) consecutive days prior to the day of placement of said materials.
(b) When the air temperature falls below 50° F., extra precautions shall be
taken in drying the aggregate, controlling the temperature of the delivered
material and compacting the mixture. Bituminous concrete wearing course
or surface course shall not be placed on wet surfaces, nor when the air
temperature is 40° F. or lower, nor when the air temperature of the
surface on which it is to be placed is 40° F. or lower.
G. In any case, no bituminous concrete shall be placed after December 15 or resumed
prior to April 1 at the earliest. Placement shall be not resumed on April 1 unless
five (5) consecutive days of both ground temperature and air temperature above
40° F. are experienced.
§281-31: Sidewalks 9
A. Sidewalks shall be required for all residential and non-residential development.
Locations of sidewalks shall be approved by the Township.
B. Sidewalks shall be constructed of concrete having a minimum twenty-eight-day
strength of 3,300 psi. The sidewalk shall be constructed on a minimum four-inch
depth of AASHTO No. 57 (PennDOT 2B) coarse aggregate and shall have a minimum
width of five (5) feet and a thickness of four (4) inches, except at driveway
crossings, where the sidewalk thickness shall be increased to six (6) inches and
reinforced with six-inch by six-inch (6” by 6”) wire mesh. Insofar as possible,
sidewalks shall be set back a minimum of eighteen (18) inches from the cartway of
public streets (if the street has a curb, then the setback shall be measured from
the curb edge), but where a sidewalk abuts a curb, a building, a wall, or other
permanent structure, a pre-molded expansion joint one-half (½) inch thick shall be
placed between the sidewalk and the structure for the full length of such
structure. Sidewalks shall be constructed in separate slabs twenty-four (24) feet or
thirty (30) feet long, except for closures, and the slab between expansion joints
shall be divided into blocks five (5) feet long by scoring transversely. All sidewalks
located at street intersections shall be designed and constructed in accordance
with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. The
Township may require additional curb ramps where they deem necessary.
C. Following initial construction, any sidewalk open to the public for pedestrian use or
located, in whole or in part, within the right-of-way of a public or private street
shall be maintained by the owner of the property abutting the sidewalk who shall
keep the same in good order and repair and, at all times, free and clear of all
obstructions to safe and convenient passage thereon, including any accumulation of
snow or ice; all in conformance with Chapter 276, Streets and Sidewalks, Article IV,
Sidewalk Maintenance, of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances as the
same shall be, from time to time, amended. The duty of abutting property owners
shall be made the subject of a suitable encumbrance in form and substance
satisfactory to the Township Solicitor and recorded as a covenant running with the
9
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land not later than the recordation of the final subdivision and land development
plan.
§281-32: Curbs
A. Curbs shall be provided along and at the intersection of all streets as directed by
the Township and/or PennDOT. Curb grades shall be at the direction of the
Township or PennDOT, whichever shall have jurisdiction. Curbs are required for all
streets, whether public, private, or quasi-public. All curbs shall have exposed
faces brushed.
B. Curbs are required around all paved areas, except to the extent that curbing would
inhibit the functionality of existing or proposed stormwater management facilities
in the determination of the Township Engineer. Exposed curb faces shall have a
brushed finish.
C. Curbs shall be constructed of concrete. Shapes and sizes shall be as shown in
Appendices D and E. 10 Base under curbs shall be four-inch 2A Modified aggregate
minimum. Complete details of proposed curbs shall be included in land
development plans. All curbs shall be made of concrete with a minimum twentyeight-day strength of 3,300 psi in accordance with the applicable requirements of
PennDOT Publication 408, latest edition. Curbs shall have joints formed by a steel
template with one (1) layer of building paper on each side at intervals of not more
than ten (10) feet. At intervals of not more than one hundred (100) feet,
expansion joints shall be formed using approved pre-molded expansion materials.
If the curb is placed by slipforming, saw-cut joints may be used subject to the
approval of the Township.
D. The top surface of the curb shall be finished true to line and grade in a smooth,
neat, and even manner by means of floats, and all exposed faces shall have a brush
finish. The top edges of the face and back shall be rounded to a radius of not more
than three-quarters (¾) inch and one-quarter (¼) inch, respectively. Curb
depressions will be permitted only at points where it is necessary for vehicles to
drive across the curb. The bottom of the depression shall be two (2) inches above
the finished road surface next to the curb. Cutting or filling in of existing curb will
not be permitted. New depressions shall be made by completely removing the
existing curb between adjacent joints and installing a new curb with the required
depression. Eliminating unused depressions shall be done by removing the section
of curb between adjacent joints and installing new curb for a full section.
E. The curbs shall be sealed with AC-20 or other Township-approved sealer. The seal
material shall extend out a minimum of twelve (12) inches from the face of the
curb and a minimum two (2) inches up the face. The roadway and curb face shall
be properly cleaned prior to sealing to provide for maximum adherence of the
sealing materials.
F. Curb depressions shall be provided for all single-family home driveways. Nonsingle-family home curb depressions may be waived if the roadway cross section is
constructed to the right-of-way line (or in the case of private streets, to a point
ten [10] feet behind the face of curb).

10
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Section 5.
Section 281-40, “Lots and lot sizes,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and Land
Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
§281-40: Lots and lot sizes
A. Lot dimensions.
(1) Lot dimensions and areas shall not be less than specified by provisions of
Chapter 325, Zoning, and shall further conform to the following requirements
designed to abate health hazards.
(2) Where both or either water supply and sanitary sewage disposal are provided
by individual on-lot facilities, the Township may require that the applicant
provide a registered professional engineer or a qualified sanitarian to make
such tests as are necessary to determine the adequacy of the proposed
facilities in relation to the proposed lot size and existing grade and soil
conditions. In such cases, a certificate by the registered professional engineer
or qualified sanitarian that the proposed facilities will be adequate shall be a
prerequisite to final approval of the plan.
B. Minimum building setback lines shall be controlled by Chapter 325, Zoning.
C. Side lot lines shall be substantially at right angles or radial to street lines.
D. Residential lots shall front on a street, existing or proposed. Where it is necessary
to the proper utilization of land to create lots without direct frontage on a street,
the Board may permit interior lots, provided such interior lots shall have an access
with a minimum width of twenty-five (25) feet. No more than two (2) contiguous
interior lots shall be so formed. When an interior lot is capable of further
subdivision, the minimum width of the access shall be fifty (50) feet.
E. No more than two (2) homes shall be served by a single driveway.
F. Reverse frontage lots are prohibited, except where employed to prevent vehicular
access to arterial or collector streets. Wherein such lots are permitted, screening
in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 325, Zoning, shall be provided along
the property line(s) adjacent to the arterial or collector street.
G. House numbers shall be assigned to each lot by the Township in coordination with
the Chester County Department of Emergency Services and the U.S. Postal
Service. 11
H. Unless warranted by special circumstances, lot lines shall follow/align with
municipal boundaries.
Section 6.
Sub-section A of Section 281-42, “Water supply,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision
and Land Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby
amended to read as follows:

11
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A. New subdivisions and developments shall incorporate adequate provisions for a
reliable, safe, and sufficient water supply to support intended uses within the
capacity of available resources.
Section 7.
Sub-section C of Section 281-42, “Water supply,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision
and Land Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby
amended to read as follows:
C. All land developments located within the West Whiteland Township service
area shall include all necessary pipes, mains, and appurtenances to tie into the
public water system. It is the intent of this provision that the land
development shall be fully prepared to tie into public water when main
extensions are extended to the particular land development in question.
Design of said water lines, hydrants, etc., shall be in accordance with the
specifications provided and shall be subject to the review of West Whiteland
Township in order to ensure compliance with said standards.
Section 8.
Section 281-43, “Other utilities,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and Land
Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby amended to
read as follows:
§281-43: Other utilities
All other utility lines including, but not limited to, electric, gas, cable television,
streetlight supply, and telephone shall be placed underground. Installation of all
utilities shall be in strict accordance with the engineering standards and specifications
of the Township, authority, or public utility concerned. All utilities shall be located at
a minimum depth of twenty-four (24) inches.
Section 9.
Sub-section A of Section 281-44, “Driveways,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision
and Land Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby
amended to include a new paragraph (2), as follows; the existing paragraphs (2) and (3) are to
be retained and re-numbered (3) and (4) respectively.
(2)

A single-family residential driveway may serve not more than two (2)
residential lots, as provided for in §281-40.D and E, hereabove.

Section 10.
Sub-section C of Section 281-45, “Parking,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and
Land Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby amended
to read as follows:
C. All parking areas shall be line painted. Each parking space shall be delineated
with a four-inch-wide painted line. All line painting placement shall be in
accordance with PennDOT Publication 408.
Section 11.
Section 281-48, “Lighting control,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and Land
Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
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§281-48: Lighting control
A. Purpose. The standards established in this section set forth criteria for:
(1) Providing lighting in outdoor public places where public health, safety and
welfare are potential concerns;
(2) Controlling glare from non-vehicular light sources that shine directly into
driver’s and pedestrian’s eyes and thereby impair their safe traverse;
(3) Protecting neighbors and the night sky from nuisance glare and stray light from
poorly aimed, placed, applied or shielded light sources;
(4) Promoting energy efficient lighting design and operation; and
(5) Protecting the intended character within West Whiteland Township.
B. Applicability.
(1) Outdoor lighting shall be required for safety and personal security for uses that
operate during hours of darkness where there is public assembly and/or
traverse; including but not limited to multiple family dwelling, commercial,
industrial, public recreational, and institutional uses.
(2) The Board of Supervisors may require lighting to be incorporated for other uses
or locations or may restrict lighting in any of the above uses as they deem
necessary.
C. Criteria.
(1) Illumination levels. Illumination, where required by this Section, shall be
intensities and uniformity ratios in accordance with the current recommended
practices of the “Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (“IESNA”)
Lighting Handbook,” from which typical uses and tasks are herein presented:
Maintained
Footcandles

Uniformity
Average
Minimum

Streets, local residential

0.4 Avg.

6:1

Streets, local commercial

0.9 Avg.

6:1

Parking, residential, multifamily low
vehicular/pedestrian activity

0.2 Min.

4:1

Medium vehicular/pedestrian activity

0.6 Min.

4:1

High activity, e.g., regional shopping centers/fast
food facilities, major athletic/civic/cultural events

0.9 Min.

4:1

Medium activity, e.g., community shopping
centers, office parks, hospitals, commuter lots,
cultural/civic/recreational events

0.6 Min.

4:1

Low activity, e.g., neighborhood shopping,
industrial employee parking, schools, church
parking

0.2 Min.

4:1

Use/Task

Parking, industrial/commercial/institutional/
municipal
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Walkways and bikeways

0.5 Avg.

5:1

Building entrances

5.0 Avg.

—

NOTES:
(1) Illumination levels are maintained horizontal footcandles on the task, e.g.,
pavement or area surface.
(2) Uniformity ratios dictate that average illuminance values shall not exceed
minimum values by more than the product of the minimum value and the specified
ratio, e.g., for commercial parking high activity, the average footcandles shall not
be in excess of 3.6 (0.9 x 4).

(2) Fixture design.
(a) Fixtures shall be of a type and design appropriate to the lighting
application and aesthetically acceptable to the Board of Supervisors.
(b) For lighting of predominantly horizontal tasks such as, but not limited to,
roadways, pathways, parking, merchandising and storage, automotive fuel
dispensing, automotive sales, loading docks, active and passive recreation,
building entrances and sidewalks, fixtures shall meet full-cutoff criteria.
(c) For the lighting of non-horizontal surfaces such as, but not limited to,
facades, landscaping, signs, fountains, displays, flags, and statuary, the use
of floodlighting, spotlighting, wall-mounted fixtures, decorative globes,
and other fixtures not meeting cutoff criteria, shall be permitted only with
the approval of the Board of Supervisors, based upon acceptable glare
control.
(d) When necessary to redirect offending light distribution, fixtures shall be
equipped with or be capable of being backfitted with light-directing
devices such as shields, visors, or hoods.
(3) Control of nuisance and disabling glare.
(a) All outdoor lighting, whether or not required by this chapter, on private,
residential, commercial, industrial, municipal, recreational or institutional
property, shall be aimed, located, designed, fitted and maintained so as
not to present a hazard to drivers or pedestrians by impairing their ability
to safely traverse (disabling glare), and so as not to create a nuisance by
projecting or reflecting objectionable light onto a neighboring use or
property (light trespass and nuisance glare).
(b) Floodlights or spotlights, when permitted, shall be so installed and aimed
that they do not project their output into the window of a neighboring
residence, an adjacent use, skyward or onto a roadway.
(c) Unless otherwise permitted by the Board of Supervisors, lighting shall be
controlled by automatic switching devices such as timers, motion detectors
and/or photocells, to extinguish offending sources between 11:00 p.m., or
one (1) hour following close of business, whichever comes first, and dawn
to mitigate glare and sky-lighting consequences. Where all-night safety or
security lighting is deemed necessary, the lighting intensity levels shall
generally not exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the levels normally
permitted by this chapter but in no case shall they be less than the
minimum levels for safety or security as invoked by IESNA.
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(d) Vegetation screens shall not be employed to serve as the primary means for
controlling glare. Rather, glare control shall be achieved primarily through
the use of such means as full-cutoff fixtures, shields and baffles, and
appropriate application of mounting height, wattage, aiming angle, fixture
placement, etc.
(e) The amount of illumination projected onto a residential use from another
property shall not exceed one-tenth (0.1) vertical footcandle measured
line-of-sight from any point on the adjacent residential property.
(f) The amount of illumination projected onto any nonresidential property line
from another property shall not exceed one (1.0) vertical footcandle
measured line-of-sight from any point on the property.
(g) Lighting fixtures used to light the area under outdoor canopies, including
but not limited to those used at automotive fuel-dispensing facilities, bank
drive-thru lanes, marquees and building entrances, shall have flat lenses
and have no light emitted from the side of the fixture. The average
maintained illumination in the area directly below the canopy shall not
exceed twenty (20) initial footcandles, with no value exceeding thirty (30)
footcandles.
(h) When flags are to be illuminated all night, only the U.S. and state flags
shall be permitted to be illuminated from dusk until dawn, and each
flagpole shall be illuminated by a single source with a beam spread no
greater than necessary to illuminate the flag(s). Flag-lighting sources shall
not exceed twenty thousand (20,000) lumens per flagpole.
(i) The correlated color temperature of LED sources in residential areas shall
not exceed 2700º Kelvin (2700K) and shall not exceed 3000K in all other
areas.
(j) Luminaire, backlight, uplight, and glare zone light distribution ratings:
Back Very High (BVH) and Forward Very High (FVH) zonal output shall not
exceed two hundred forty (240) lumens in residential areas or three
hundred seventy-five (375) lumens in all other areas.
(4) Security lighting. The Township may require that grade-level windows be
internally or externally illuminated during hours of darkness to facilitate police
determination if a break-in has occurred.
(5) Installation.
(a) Fixtures meeting full-cutoff criteria shall not be mounted in excess of
twenty (20) feet above the finished grade (“AFG”) of the surface being
illuminated, except that the Township may approve upon request a fixture
height of not more than twenty-five (25) feet AFG for non-residential
parking lots with one hundred (100) or more parking spaces. Fixtures not
meeting full-cutoff criteria, when their use is permitted by the Board of
Supervisors, shall not be mounted in excess of fifteen (15) feet AFG.
(b) Fixtures used for general area lighting shall be aimed to project their
output straight down, unless otherwise approved.
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(c) Electrical feeds to lighting standards shall be underground.
(d) Lighting standards directly behind parking spaces shall be placed a
minimum of five (5) feet behind the curb face or tire stops, or placed on
concrete pedestals at least thirty (30) inches high above the pavement, or
suitably protected by other approved means.
(e) Fixtures used for architectural lighting, e.g., facade, feature and landscape
lighting shall be aimed so as not to project their output beyond the objects
intended to be illuminated and shall be extinguished between the hours of
11:00 p.m. and dawn.
(6) Maintenance. Lighting fixtures shall be maintained to meet the requirements of
this section at all times.
D. Plan submission. Lighting plans submitted for review and approval shall include:
(1) Layout of the proposed fixture locations;
(2) Ten (10) foot by ten (10) foot illuminance grid (point-by-point) plots carried
out to zero (0.0) footcandles, which demonstrate compliance with the light
trespass, intensities and uniformities set forth in this chapter or as otherwise
required by the Township. The lamp-lumen rating and nomenclature, source
correlated color temperature, light-loss factors, and IES photometric file names
used in calculating the illuminance values shall be documented on the plan;
(3) Description of the equipment, including fixture catalog cuts, photometrics,
glare-reduction devices, lamps, control devices, mounting heights, pole
foundation details and mounting methods proposed; and
(4) When requested by the Township, the applicant shall submit a visual impact
plan that demonstrates appropriate steps have been taken to mitigate glare.
E. Plan notes. The following notes shall appear on the lighting plan:
(1) The Township reserves the right to conduct one (1) or more post-installation
nighttime inspections to verify compliance with the requirements of this
section and, if appropriate, to require remedial action at no expense to the
Township.
(2) Post-approval alterations to lighting plans or intended substitutions for
approved lighting equipment shall be submitted to the Township for review and
approval prior to installation.
F. Compliance monitoring.
(1) Safety hazards.
(a) If the Township judges that a lighting installation creates a safety or
personal security hazard, the person(s) responsible for the lighting shall be
so notified and required to take remedial action within a specified period
of time.
(b) If appropriate corrective action has not been effected within the specified
time period, the Township may take appropriate legal action.
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(2) Nuisance glare and inadequate illumination levels.
(a) When the Township judges that an installation produces unacceptable
levels of nuisance glare, light trespass, or skyward light or that illumination
levels are insufficient or not being maintained in accordance with this
section, the Township shall cause notification of the person(s) responsible
for the lighting and require remedial action.
(b) If the infraction so warrants, the Township may act to have the problem
corrected as in Subsection F(1)(b).
(3) Non-conforming lighting.
Any lighting fixture or lighting installation existing on the effective date of this
Ordinance that does not comply with the regulations of this Section shall be
deemed legally non-conforming. However, such fixtures and installations shall
be made conforming when:
(a) it is converted to or replaced by a LED luminaire;
(b) the existing fixture is replaced, relocated, or abandoned;
(c) minor corrective action, such as re-aiming or adding shielding, will achieve
compliance;
(d) the number of fixtures is increased; or
(e) the Township declares a fixture or installation to be a hazard to the public
health, safety, or welfare.
G. Street lighting dedication.
(1) The Township may, but shall not be required to, accept dedication of street
lights in the instance of said lighting being in the right-of-way of a street
dedicated to the Township. Street lights may be accepted along with the
acceptance of the street.
(2) Until such time that the street lights are dedicated, the developer of the tract
(who has escrowed the streetlighting) will be responsible for any and all costs
associated with each street light. Such costs shall include, but are not limited
to, administration, placement, power supply, and maintenance.
(3) Street lights not dedicated to the Township will remain the responsibility of the
developer or appropriate private entity the lights are turned over to. Said
private entity shall then assume all costs and responsibilities for the lighting in
perpetuity.
Section 12.
Section 281-51, “Easements,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and Land
Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
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§281-51: Easements
A. All utilities, including but not limited to sanitary sewers; stormwater sewers;
stormwater conveyance, drainage and infiltration swales, basins and areas;
electric; gas; water; telephone; and cable shall be located in areas to be offered
for dedication to the Township or easements over private property. All such areas
and easements shall be clearly depicted on and identified by notes on the plans.
The deeds for private properties subject to utility easements shall contain a
specific reservation for the easements, in form and substance satisfactory to the
Township. The Township may require such deeds to be provided for review prior to
or as a condition of final approval of the land development plan. The perpetual
maintenance, repair, and replacement of all utilities not accepted for dedication
by the Township or other entity acceptable to the Township shall be the
responsibility of individual or an association of private property owners. An
agreement memorializing the foregoing responsibility, in form and substance
satisfactory to the Township, shall be submitted for review prior to or as a
condition of final approval and recorded in the Office of the Chester County
Recorder of Deeds with the approved plan.
B. No landscaping shall be installed within easements or dedicated areas unless
agreed to by the Township. No buildings or other structures shall be placed within
easements or dedicated areas without the express consent of the Township.
Easements and dedicated areas shall be a minimum of twenty (20) feet wide, and
utilities shall be centered in the easement or dedicated area insofar as practicable.
A wider easement or dedicated area may be required depending upon the depth
and slope of the utility.
Section 13.
Section 281-55, “As-built plans,” of Chapter 281, “Subdivision and Land
Development,” of the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
§281-55: As-built plans
Within thirty (30) days after completion and approval by the Township of improvements
as shown on the final plans, and before acceptance of such improvements, the
applicant shall submit to the Board of Supervisors a final corrected copy of said plans.
These plans shall be in electronic format deemed acceptable by the Township. Hardcopy versions of as-built plans shall also be submitted on twenty-two-inch by thirtyfour-inch or on twenty-four-inch by thirty-six-inch plan sheets. All as-built plans shall
indicate all actual dimensions, elevations, site grading, and locations of all site
improvements, including field changes. All as-built plans shall also be certified by the
applicant and by a registered surveyor or engineer to be in accordance with actual
construction. Additionally, the location and elevations of all sewer laterals and water
services shall also be indicated. As-built plans shall be required for all subdivisions
with site improvements (road, storm sewer system, sanitary sewer system, etc.) and all
residential and non-residential land developments.
Section 14.
Section 325-42, “Impact statements,” of Chapter 325, “Zoning,” of the West
Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with
the following:
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§325-42: Traffic impact study
A. Applicability.
A traffic impact study, consistent with the requirements of this section, shall be
required:
(1) as part of a conditional use application for projects requiring impact
statements or studies pursuant to §325-124.A(4) of this Chapter; and
(2) as part of a preliminary/final plan submission for projects that do not require
conditional use review but generate 100 or more peak hour new trips during
the weekday morning commuter peak hour, or the weekday afternoon
commuter peak hour, or the Saturday midday peak hour, or the peak hour
appropriate for the land use as estimated by the Institute of Transportation
Engineers publication, Trip Generation.
B. Purpose.
A traffic impact study shall provide the Township with information to assess the
likely impact of a proposed development upon the various components of the
transportation system in the Township; to identify any traffic problems likely to
affect ingress, egress, road capacities, and off-site traffic flow; to determine the
impact on public transportation and pedestrian and non-motorized circulation; and
to identify solutions to the traffic and transportation problems.
C. Professional input.
The traffic impact study shall be prepared by a qualified Professional Engineer
licensed in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, who specializes in traffic. Said
qualified Professional Engineer shall hold a degree in civil engineering from an
accredited university, or hold a university degree in a transportation specialty, or
shall meet the definition of a Municipal Traffic Engineer, as provided in 67 Pa.
Code, Chapter 612, as amended, entitled “Municipal Traffic Engineering
Certification.” In all cases the professional must be a member of the Institute of
Transportation Engineers or hold a certification from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers as a Professional Traffic Operations Engineer. In all cases, the
professional career focus of the individual must be primarily in the field of traffic
engineering or transportation planning.
D. Definitions.
The following terms shall have the meanings indicated when used in this section.
LEVEL OF SERVICE – As defined by the Highway Capacity Manual and ranging on
a scale of “A” through “F,” the measure of the operational conditions within a
traffic stream based upon factors such as speed, travel time, delay, freedom to
maneuver, traffic interruptions, comfort, and convenience.
QUEUE ANALYSIS – An analysis that identifies the maximum length of a line of
vehicles in each traffic stream, measured in feet. The analysis shall utilize a
computer model accepted by the PennDOT and the Township.
STUDY AREA – The key intersections surrounding the site that are likely to be
affected (from a traffic impact standpoint) by a development. The extent of
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the study area shall be established in course of discussion among the applicant,
the applicant’s traffic professional (if any), and the Township. Intersections to
be included in the study shall be mutually agreed upon by the applicant and
the Township prior to initiating work.
TRIP GENERATION – The total count of trips to and from the subject
development per unit of land use (i.e., dwelling unit, square footage, etc.) as
established by the Institute of Transportation Engineers publication, Trip
Generation, and approved by the Township. For land uses not documented by
the Institute of Transportation of Engineers or for those land uses with limited
available trip generation data, the applicant's traffic engineer shall seek
guidance from the Township prior to completion of the study. For applications
involving an expansion or relocation of an existing facility, actual trip
generation characteristics of the existing land use may be utilized, as
appropriate and subject to acceptance by the Township. Other local sources of
trip generation data may be acceptable, subject to the approval of the
Township.
VOLUME / CAPACITY ANALYSIS – Comparison of the volume of traffic using a
facility to its capacity. The procedure for such analysis shall be consistent with
the Highway Capacity Manual, or other methodology as may be acceptable to
the Township, and a computer model acceptable to the PennDOT and the
Township.
E. Contents of impact study.
A traffic impact study shall, at a minimum, contain the following information:
(1) Site and project description. This description shall identify the site, proposed
land use(s), the surrounding area, and the transportation setting including:
(a) General site description. The site description shall include the size, location, proposed land uses, construction staging and completion date of the
proposed development. The description shall include the characteristics of
site users with respect to their transportation needs. In addition, the
description for educational, day-care, or similar facilities shall include a
narrative of the arrival and dismissal times, student drop-off/pick-up
procedures, number of school buses, and number of students. The
description shall also include an evaluation of any proposed drive-through
facilities to establish the adequacy of the proposed design, relative to
internal access, stacking, and ingress/egress.
(b) Multimodal transportation facilities description. Document the existing and
proposed multimodal facilities serving the site internally and externally.
This description shall include pedestrian, bicycle, and transit services as
appropriate, including connections to the surrounding road system within
the study area, connections to neighboring properties, and connections to
other area transportation facilities, such as the Chester Valley Trail, area
bus stops and local train service.
(c) Vehicle access and road facilities description. Document existing and
proposed vehicle access to the site, including connections to the
surrounding road system, and opportunities for connections to neighboring
properties to encourage access management. Describe existing and
proposed traffic control improvements, access intersection spacing, turning
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lanes, sight distances, channelization and turning restrictions, as well as
existing and proposed road widths and right-of-way along all internal,
access, and frontage roads. Refer to PennDOT for information related to
state roads or relevant transportation best practices.
(d) Study area. Describe the adjacent external road system and study
intersections, including daily traffic volumes, speed limits, number of
lanes, presence of shoulders, road classification, and any traffic control at
intersections. Intersection plans or sketches shall be provided.
(2) Existing traffic conditions. Existing traffic conditions shall be documented for
all major roadways and intersections established as part of the approved study
area and shall be based on the following:
(a) Existing peak-hour turning movement traffic volumes shall be recorded at
all study intersections and shall be conducted encompassing both the peak
highway and development hours. Daily traffic volumes shall be
documented in the report for each of the study roadways. The report shall
provide figures illustrating the peak-hour turning movement traffic
volumes, and documentation regarding all traffic counts;
(b) A volume/capacity analysis based on existing traffic volumes shall be
performed during the peak highway and development hours for all study
intersections, including specific conditions and/or locations as may be
established by the Township. The level of service results of the
volume/capacity analysis shall be presented graphically;
(c) A summarization of the most recent crash data for the past five (5) years
including both PennDOT reportable and non-reportable crashes within the
study area shall be provided. If necessary or if required by the Township,
coordinate with the Township Police Department to understand existing
crash issues; and
(d) If necessary or if recommended by the Township Traffic Engineer, conduct
a speed study to verify the 85th percentile speed of traffic along the roads
which access to the site is provided. The results of such study are to be
used in the design of the access and traffic improvements.
(3) Future conditions analysis without the proposed development. An evaluation
of the anticipated future traffic volumes and the ability of the road network to
accommodate this traffic without the proposed development shall be provided.
The analysis shall be completed for each study peak hour for the development
completion year, any interim years if development phases are proposed, and
for the design year five (5) years after the development completion year if also
required by PennDOT. This evaluation shall include the following:
(a) Peak-hour traffic volumes shall be projected for the future year(s) based
on traffic growth information compiled by the Chester County Planning
Commission, the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, and/or
PennDOT. Projected traffic volumes shall also include anticipated traffic
growth associated with other area proposed developments, approved
developments, or developments under construction. All assumptions and
methodologies used to forecast the future traffic volumes shall be clearly
documented. Figures shall be provided in the report illustrating the peakhour turning movement traffic volumes;
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(b) A volume/capacity analysis based on future without-development traffic
volumes shall be performed during the peak highway and development
hours for all study intersections. The level of service results shall be
presented graphically;
(c) A queuing analysis shall be performed during the peak highway and
development hours for each study intersection. The results of the analysis
shall be presented in tabular form and the available storage lengths for all
existing and proposed lanes shall be identified to determine the adequacy
of these facilities to accommodate the anticipated future vehicular traffic
queues; and
(d) Roadway and intersection improvements committed to by others for
implementation prior to the future year(s) shall be included in the analysis.
The applicant's traffic engineer shall consult with the Township to
determine the appropriateness of future roadway and intersection
improvements. An analysis of future conditions both without and with
improvements shall be provided, if appropriate.
(4) Trip generation characteristics. Estimates of vehicle trips to result from the
proposed development shall be completed for the future year(s) peak highway
and development hours, and shall be determined as follows:
(a) Estimation of the number of trips generated by the proposed uses for each
study hour and on a daily basis shall be developed.
(b) Traffic volumes generated by the proposed development shall be
distributed and assigned throughout the study area for each of the study
peak hours. Documentation of all assumptions used in the distribution and
assignment of traffic shall be provided.
(5) Future conditions analysis with the proposed development. A description of
the adequacy of the roadway system to accommodate future traffic with
development of the site shall be provided. The analysis shall be completed for
each study peak hour for the development completion year, any interim years
if development phases are proposed, and for the design year five (5) years
after the development completion year if also required by PennDOT. This
evaluation shall include the following:
(a) Daily and peak-hour traffic volumes shall be projected for the design
year(s). Projected traffic volumes shall be calculated by adding the
anticipated development trip generation to the future traffic volumes
without development for the study area and site access(es). Figures shall
be provided in the report illustrating the peak-hour turning movement
traffic volumes;
(b) A volume/capacity analysis based on future with-development traffic
volumes shall be performed during the peak highway and development
hours for all study intersections. The level of service results shall be
presented graphically; and
(c) A queuing analysis shall be performed during the peak highway and
development hours for each study and site access intersection. The results
of the queuing analysis shall be presented in tabular form and the available
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storage lengths for all existing and proposed lanes shall be identified to
determine the adequacy of these facilities to accommodate the anticipated
future vehicular traffic queues.
(6) Proposed improvements. A description of proposed transportation
improvements to remedy and otherwise mitigate traffic deficiencies and traffic
impacts, as established by the analyses required herein, shall be identified, as
follows:
(a) Improvements shall be presented for future with-development traffic
volumes to mitigate any drop in level of service and increase in delay as
caused by the added site trip generation on the intersection overall and is
appropriate in the opinion of the Township, on individual turning
movements. If appropriate and acceptable to the Township, the mitigation
and the need for improvements may be in accordance with PennDOT
criteria.
(b) The description of improvements shall include the location, nature, and
schedule, as well as the party responsible for the improvements. The
listing of recommended improvements shall include, but not necessarily be
limited to, internal circulation design, site access design location, traffic
signal installation and/or operation, road and/or intersection widening,
multimodal improvements to reduce vehicle traffic, travel demand
management strategies, and strategies to reduce site impact intensity.
(c) A volume/capacity analysis shall be presented demonstrating the
anticipated operating conditions of the study intersections upon
implementation of any recommended improvements. The level of service
results of the volume/capacity analysis shall be presented graphically.
(d) Access design recommendations shall be provided consistent with the
design requirements of the Township and/or the guidelines of PennDOT,
including the following:
[1] The available sight distance measurements shall be indicated for each
access, and recommendations shall be provided for any access location
that does not provide sufficient sight distance in accordance with the
applicable requirements, which may include relocation of the proposed
access, provision of separate turning lanes, road improvements, or
turning restrictions.
[2] The necessity for auxiliary turn lanes at each site access intersection
shall be identified based on the design guidelines of PennDOT.
[3] All access points and pedestrian crossings shall be examined as to the
need for and feasibility of installing traffic signals or other traffic
control devices, pursuant to the guidelines and traffic signal warrants
of PennDOT.
(7) Conclusions and recommendations. Projected levels of service for all study
intersections shall be identified at the conclusion of each phase of
development, and a level of service table shall be provided for comparison of
the levels of service. All intersections showing a level of service impact shall
be identified and specific recommendations for mitigation of the traffic impact
caused by the trip generation of the proposed development shall be identified.
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Also, improvements shall be offered to ensure that vehicular traffic queues can
be accommodated to provide efficient access and mobility to/from the
proposed development for pedestrian and vehicular traffic. The Board of
Supervisors may impose upon the applicant additional improvements if deemed
necessary to accommodate impacts of the development.
F. Cost of review.
The Township shall be reimbursed by the applicant for all costs incurred for the
review of the traffic impact study.
Section 15.
Section 325-92, “Historic resource impact study,” of Chapter 325, “Zoning,” of
the West Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:
§281-92: Historic resource impact study
A. Applicability. A historic resource impact study shall be required, unless waived or
modified by the Board of Supervisors, for the purpose of guiding the treatment of
historic resources and/or of mitigating the impact of a project upon historic
resources when any of the following are proposed.
(1) On-site. Subdivision or land development of property that contains one (1) or
more historic resources identified on the Township Historic Resources Map. 12
(2) Off-site. Subdivision or land development of tracts where the tract boundary
comes within 300 feet of the exterior walls of a historic resource identified on
the Township Historic Resources Map.
(3) Off-site. Any construction or improvement, including subsurface and grading
work, to be undertaken in conjunction with a subdivision or land development
where the area of disturbance for such construction or improvement comes
within 300 feet of the exterior walls of a historic resource identified on the
Township Historic Resources Map.
(4) A historic resource impact study shall also be provided with a conditional use
application when the subject tract contains or is within 300 feet of the exterior
walls of a historic resource identified on the Township Historic Resources Map,
pursuant to §325-124.A of this Chapter. When a study deemed satisfactory by
the Township is provided with a conditional use application and that
application is approved by the Board, no subsequent or additional historic
resource impact study shall be required for any land development plan
submitted pursuant to said approved conditional use.
(5) A historic resource impact study shall be provided as a condition of approval for
the demolition of any historic resource identified on the Township Historic
Resources Map.
B. The historic resource impact study shall be prepared by a qualified professional in
historic preservation, historical architecture, planning, or related disciplines and
presented by the applicant or their agent for discussion at a meeting of the
Township Historical Commission.
12

Editor's Note: A copy of the Historic Resources Map is included at the end of this chapter. The Official Historic
Resources Map is on file at the Township offices.
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C. Contents. The study shall contain the following information:
(1) Background information.
(a) If not otherwise provided by the applicant, a general site description,
including topography, watercourses, vegetation, landscaping, and existing
improvements.
(b) General description of all historic resources upon or within 300 feet of the
tract proposed for subdivision or land development or, where no land
development is proposed, within 300 feet of all proposed construction and
improvements, including but not limited to subsurface activity (such as
boring and excavation) and grading.
(c) Physical description of all historic resources upon the tract proposed for
subdivision or land development or other construction or improvement.
(d) Statement of the significance of each historic resource identified pursuant
to §325-92.C(1)(b) and (c), above, relative to the Township and to the
general region.
(e) Photographic documentation of all historic resource(s) identified in §32592.C(1)(c), above, in their setting. Such photography shall satisfy the
archival requirements of the Historical Commission, and each photograph
shall feature or be accompanied by a key indicating the location and
direction from which the photograph was taken as well as the date of the
photograph. Photographs of the interior of the resource(s) shall be
included insofar as it is possible to procure them safely.
(f) Narrative description of the historical development of the subject tract.
Depending upon the significance of the resource(s) and where reasonably
available, documentation of archival research shall be provided in support
of the narrative description, which may include but is not necessarily
limited to deed and chain-of-title research; historic maps; articles,
photographs, and other images from magazines, newspapers, and other
media; and public notices. The Historical Commission and/or the
Township’s historic preservation consultant shall provide guidance
regarding the significance of the resource and possible sources for such
documentation.
(2) Proposed change.
(a) General description of project.
(b) Description of impact on each historic resource identified in §32592.C(1)(b) above, with regard to architectural integrity, historic setting and
all anticipated future uses.
(c) General description of effect of noise and traffic and any other impacts
generated by the proposed change on each historic resource. This
requirement shall not be interpreted to require a traffic impact study
meeting the standards of §325-42 of this Chapter; however, where such a
study is required pursuant to §325-42.A of this Chapter, the description
required here shall be consistent with that study.
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(3) Mitigation measures. Measures for mitigating the project’s impact on historic
resources, including but not limited to design alternatives, buffering, and
landscaping in accordance with §325-89.
D. Township Historical Commission. The historic resource impact study shall be
reviewed by the Township Historical Commission and the Township’s historic
preservation consultant, who shall provide the Historical Commission with their
evaluation and recommendations in a written report. Should the Historical
Commission determine that a historic resource impact study is incomplete or
unacceptably deficient based upon the requirements of this Section, the said
Commission may advise the Board of such determination, and the Board shall have
the right to reject the said study and to require submission of a new or sufficiently
revised study.
Section 16.
Section 325-124, “Conditional uses,” of Chapter 325, “Zoning,” of the West
Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with
the following:
§281-124: Conditional uses
A. Application.
(1) Notwithstanding any other section or provisions of this chapter, with respect to
any proposed subdivision or land development involving in the aggregate,
whether proposed initially or cumulatively, fifteen (15) or more lots, fifteen
(15) or more residential dwelling units of any architectural type(s), or 20,000
square feet or more in the aggregate floor area of all non-residential buildings,
said use(s) shall be permitted only following and pursuant to the issuance of
conditional use approval as described below.
(2) An application for conditional use approval shall be accompanied by a plan,
which shall not be finally engineered, showing existing conditions upon the
subject property, as well as the size and location of all proposed buildings,
structures, and accessory facilities, including roads, access driveways and
parking areas.
(3) The application shall be accompanied by such information in graphic and/or
narrative form to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Township the technical
and economic feasibility of compliance with all applicable standards and
criteria including, without limitation, the adequacy of the plan with respect to
the accommodation of vehicular and pedestrian circulation and parking;
landscaping, screening, and buffering; stormwater management; sedimentation
and erosion control; active and passive recreation and open space;
architectural compatibility of buildings, structures and common or public area
amenities; restoration and adaptive reuse of any historic resources; transmission, treatment and disposal of sanitary sewage; and provision for necessary
utilities including potable water.
(4) The impact statements and studies listed in §325-124.A(5) of this chapter shall
be required as part of the conditional use application for projects that include
any of the following:
(a) one hundred (100) or more dwelling units;
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(b) Institution or care facility with a residential component accommodating
two hundred (200) or more residents;
(c) Development of 100,000 square feet or more of floor area for nonresidential institutional, commercial, office, or a combination of these
uses; or
(d) Development of 500,000 square feet or more of floor area for industrial
(including data centers), manufacturing, warehousing, or a combination of
these uses.
(5) Impact statements and studies.
The Township shall be reimbursed by the applicant for all costs incurred for the
review of the following studies:
(a) Traffic impact study;
The traffic impact study shall satisfy the requirements set forth in §325-42
of this chapter.
(b) Recreation impact study;
This study shall analyze the demand for recreational facilities that the
proposed project will generate and shall determine whether adequate
facilities exist or are planned or proposed. As a minimum, the study shall
include the following:
[1] A description of the projected age breakdown of the residents and/or
users of the proposed project.
[2] A description of recreational facilities to be provided by the developer,
including a statement of the extent to which such facilities will be
available to the general public
[3] A description of who the responsible party/ies will be for ownership
and maintenance of recreational facilities to be provided by the
developer.
[4] A description of existing municipal recreational facilities and the
impact of the proposed project on these facilities.
[5] A statement of the extent to which recreational facilities to be
provided by the developer will compensate for any deficiencies in the
Township’s recreational facilities created by the demand anticipated
from the proposed project.
[6] A statement of whether the developer plans to make any financial
contribution to the Township to compensate for the expected impact
upon public recreational facilities.
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(c) Fiscal impact analysis;
The fiscal impact analysis shall describe the likely impact of the project on
the Township’s tax revenue and expenditure patterns. The analysis shall
include estimates of the revenues to accrue to the Township from the
proposed project and of the costs associated with delivering services to the
proposed project. The analysis shall address the impact of the proposed
project on the ability of the Township to deliver fire, police, administrative, public works, and utility services. No specific methodology is
required by the Township, but applicants are encouraged to contact the
Township Finance Director to identify the most appropriate analysis
methodology. The Township reserves the right to reject an analysis if it is
insufficient in scope, misses or misrepresents key financial indicators, or is
in some other way unsuitable in the reasonable determination of the
Township. Particular aspects of the Township's service delivery capability
to be analyzed shall include:
[1] Public works, including anticipated effects on the maintenance of
roads, signal systems, sanitary sewers, stormwater management, solid
waste management and recycling, open space and recreation areas,
and any other functions of this department. The study shall address
projected cost increases for the above-mentioned items in terms of
administration, personnel, equipment, and materials.
[2] Emergency services, including anticipated effects on the demand for
services from the fire and ambulance companies having jurisdiction and
the Township Police Department, including, but not limited to,
personnel, specialized equipment, vehicles, working space, and
training requirements.
(d) Environment and sustainability analysis; and
The Applicant shall provide a written analysis describing how the project
will promote a healthful natural environment, support natural systems, be
consistent with the principals of sustainable development as “development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs,” 13 and promote the strategies
of the West Chester Area 100% Renewable Energy Transition Study. 14
The analysis shall address the following as a minimum:
[1] stormwater management from the perspective of promoting
groundwater recharge, improving surface water quality, floodproofing,
and flood resiliency;
[2] habitat preservation;
[3] energy utilization, including energy efficiency, promotion of and
accommodation for renewable energy sources, and inclusion of “green
building” principles; 15
13
14
15

From “Our Common Future” by The World Commission on Environment and Development, published by
Oxford University Press, 1987; more commonly known as the Brundtland Report.
The Cadmus Group, February 2020. Available for viewing on the Township website.
Such as those promoted by the U.S. Green Building Council and similar organizations.
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[4] pedestrian and bicycle access; and
[5] accessibility by the aged and differently abled.
Applicants shall be prepared to discuss this statement with the Township
and the public in the course of the review process.
(e) Historic resources impact study.
When required pursuant to the provisions of §325-92 of this chapter, this
study shall be provided with the conditional use application.
B. Conditional use procedures.
(1) A conditional use application shall be filed with the Township on such forms as
may be prescribed by the Board of Supervisors. Where the applicant is not the
legal or record owner of the property subject to the application, the legal or
record owner of the property shall sign the application along with the
applicant.
(2) The Board of Supervisors shall schedule and hold a public hearing on the
application pursuant to public notice within sixty (60) days of filing unless the
applicant waives or extends the time limitation.
(3) One (1) copy of the application and supporting material shall be furnished to
the Township Planning Commission, the County Planning Commission and any
other agencies or consultants deemed appropriate by the Board of Supervisors,
together with a request that such agencies submit recommendations regarding
the proposed conditional use.
(4) Upon review of the application in terms of the standards and criteria of this
chapter, the Board of Supervisors shall render a decision within forty-five (45)
days next following the last session of the public hearing. In allowing a
conditional use, the Board of Supervisors may attach such reasonable
conditions and safeguards, in addition to those expressed in this chapter, as it
may deem necessary to implement the purposes of this chapter and the
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code. 16
(5) Any applicant contemplating subdivision or land development as that term is
defined in Chapter 281, Subdivision and Land Development, of the Code of the
Township of West Whiteland shall, upon receiving conditional use approval,
submit a subsequent application for approval pursuant to that chapter and the
terms, conditions, and requirements thereof.
(6) The applicant shall send written notification of the filing of an application for
conditional use to all property owners within three hundred (300) feet of the
subject property; and to all property owners who have registered their names
with the Township pursuant to Subsection B(7) of this section as follows:
(a) The three hundred (300) feet shall be measured at a right angle from all
points on every property line.

16

Editor’s Note: See 53 P.S. §10101 et seq.
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(b) The names and addresses of the adjacent property owners shall be
obtained from records of the Chester County Tax Assessment Office. The
names and addresses of the owners registered under Subsection B(7) of this
section shall be obtained from the Township Zoning Officer.
(c) The notification shall be sent by regular mail and certified mail, return
receipt requested, and mailed a minimum of two weeks before the first
scheduled public hearing of the Board of Supervisors. At the hearing, the
applicant shall provide a copy of each notification sent and certified mail
green cards if available. The hearing shall not proceed unless the copies
are provided.
(d) At a minimum, the written notice shall contain the street address of the
parcel, a general description of what is proposed by the applicant, the
time, date and location of the first Board of Supervisors hearing and inform
the property owner that only one (1) notice will be provided and that they
are not required to attend but may attend if interested.
(7) Owners and occupiers of properties in the Township may register their names
with the Township Zoning Officer for purposes of receiving notice of the filing
of a conditional use application pursuant to Subsection B(6) of this section.
C. Standards for review of proposed conditional use.
(1) In any instance where the Board of Supervisors is required to consider a request
for a conditional use in accordance with express standards and criteria, the
burden shall be on the applicant to provide the Board with all information
necessary to evaluate the conditional use. The applicant shall demonstrate to
the Board’s satisfaction that:
(a) The proposed use shall meet all of the specific standards and regulations
for eligibility which appear in the section of this chapter authorizing the
proposed conditional use;
(b) The size, scope, extent and character of the exception desired and
consistent with the plan for future land use in West Whiteland, and with
the spirit, purpose and intent of this chapter;
(c) The suitability of the property for the use desired and the new or expanded
use, if approved, will be susceptible of regulation or restriction by
appropriate conditions and safeguards;
(d) The public interest in, or the need for, the proposed use or change, and
the proposal will serve the best interest of the Township, the convenience
of the community (where applicable), and the public health, safety, morals
and general welfare;
(e) Where pertinent, the effects of the proposal with respect to congestion on
the roads or highways, the most appropriate use of land, conserving the
value of buildings, safety from fire, panic and other dangers, adequacy of
light and air, the prevention of overcrowding of land, congestion of
population and adequacy of public and community services will not have a
substantially adverse effect thereon;
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(f) The proposed change is reasonable in terms of the logical, efficient and
economical extension of public services and facilities including, but not
limited to, public water, sewers, police and fire protection, transportation
and public schools;
(g) The natural features and processes characterizing the proposed site and its
surroundings shall not suffer unmitigated degradation, that the
management of stormwater, the provision of water and/or sewer service,
and any other alterations to the site’s predevelopment condition shall be
consistent with Township goals, practices and plans in these regards and
that demand for water and energy by the proposed use shall be minimized
to the optimal extent;
(h) The character and type of development in the area surrounding the
location for which the request is made and the proposed change or
modification, if permitted, will constitute an appropriate use in the area
and will not substantially injure or detract from the use of surrounding
property or from the character of the neighborhood. Where the
development of wooded lands is proposed, improvements shall be designed
and located to minimize the loss of viable trees to the extent consistent
with the reasonable use of the property;
(i) Development of highway frontage insofar as possible has been designed so
as to limit the total number of access points, reduce the need for on-street
parking and encourage the frontage of buildings on parallel marginal access
roads or on roads perpendicular to the highway;
(j) The probable effects of proposed development on highway congestion has
been considered and adequate access arrangements are provided in order
to protect major highways from undue congestion and hazard;
(k) The impact upon on-site and adjacent historic resources of the Township
has been mitigated; and
(l) Where the property or a portion of the property that is the subject of the
application is improved at the time of the conditional use application, the
Township may require that any existing development and/or uses on the
property comply with all previous conditions of approval of a land
development, subdivision, conditional use, special exception, zoning
variance, or waiver of any provision of Chapter 281, Subdivision and Land
Development, previously granted for the property.
(2) The Board shall, in addition to such other consideration and determinations as
may be required by law and other provisions of this chapter, impose such
conditions, in addition to those required as are necessary to assure that the
intent of this chapter is complied with and which are reasonably necessary to
safeguard the health, safety, morals and general welfare of the residents of
the Township at large and the residents and owners of the property adjacent to
the area in which the proposed use is to be conducted. Conditions may
include, but are not limited to: harmonious design of buildings; aesthetics;
hours of operation; lighting; numbers of persons involved; noise; sanitation;
safety; smoke and fume control; and the minimizing of noxious, offensive or
hazardous elements.
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Section 17.
Section 325-125, “Amendments,” of Chapter 325, “Zoning,” of the West
Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby amended by the insertion of a new subsection B, as follows; the existing sub-sections B through E are retained and are hereby redesignated as sub-sections C through F respectively.
B.

Property owners may submit a proposal for the amendment of this Chapter,
including the Zoning Map, on forms to be provided by the Township. Such
proposals shall be accompanied by a fiscal impact analysis as described in §325124.A(5)(c) of this Chapter describing the anticipated fiscal impact upon the
Township of the proposed amendment.

Section 18.
Section 325-125, “Amendments,” of Chapter 325, “Zoning,” of the West
Whiteland Township Code of Ordinances is hereby amended by the deletion of sub-sections F
and G.
Section 19.
The provisions of this Ordinance are severable, and if any section, sentence,
clause, part, or provision thereof shall be held illegal, invalid, or unconstitutional by any
court of competent jurisdiction, such decision of the court shall not affect or impair the
remaining sections, sentences, clauses, parts, or provisions of this Ordinance.
Section 20.
enactment.

Effective date. This ordinance shall be effective five (5) days from the date of

ENACTED AND ORDAINED this ___ day of ________, 2021 by the Board of Supervisors of West
Whiteland Township.
WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Rajesh Kumbhardare, Chairman

Theresa Santalucia, Vice Chairman

ATTEST

Joshua Anderson, Supervisor

Mimi Gleason, Manager
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MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 1, 2021
TO: Planning Commission
FROM: Justin Smiley, AICP
Township Planner
SUBJECT: Planning Commission
2022 Meeting Schedule
The following dates are proposed for the Planning Commission’s 2022 meeting schedule:
•

January 4th (REORGANIZATION)

•

January 18th

•

February 1st

•

February 15th

•

March 1st

•

March 15th

•

April 5th

•

April 19th

•

May 3rd

•

May 17th

•

May 31st (5th Tuesday in May)

•

June 21st

•

July 5th

•

July 19th

•

August 2nd

•

August 16th

•

September 6th

•

September 20th

•

October 4th

•

October 18th

•

November 1st

•

November 15th

•

December 6th

Please note the Commission is still scheduled to meet at 7:00 PM on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of
every month unless otherwise noted due to a holiday or conflict during that date. Please review
to discuss at the next Planning Commission Meeting.

